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Sammanfattning 
Internationella surrogatarrangemang är idag ett populärt sätt att uppfylla sin längtan efter barn. 
När ett barn har fötts ur ett sådant arrangemang kan juridiska problem uppstå gällande 
fastställandet av föräldraskap och tillskrivelsen av nationalitet. Detta beror på att länder har 
varierande lagar och inställningar till legaliteten bakom dessa arrangemang. Det surrogatfödda 
barnets rättigheter kan därför hamna i kläm och barnet riskerar en osäker nationalitet och ett ej 
fastställt rättsligt föräldraskap. Detta kan få allvarliga konsekvenser för barnets 
identitetsbildning och dess rätt att känna till sitt ursprung. Myndigheter måste därför alltid, när 
de avgör frågor om föräldraskap och nationalitet, försäkra sig om att ha barnets bästa som 
primär hänsyn vid bedömning och beslutstagande. En annan implikation av internationella 
surrogatarrangemang är att de ofta faller inom definitionen för försäljning av barn, delvis på 
grund av att barnet lämnas över till de tilltänkta föräldrarna under förutsättning att betalning till 
surrogatmamman skett. Försäljning av barn står i stark kontrast till vad principen om barnets 
bästa föreskriver. Europadomstolen för de mänskliga rättigheterna har avgjort två större rättsfall 
på området där den avgjort huruvida konsekvenser till följd av avslag på fastställande av 
föräldraskap varit förenliga med Europakonventionen. Denna tes kunde utifrån ett 
barnrättsperspektiv konstatera att Europadomstolen inte tillämpat principen om barnets bästa i 
dess resonemang tillräckligt. Europadomstolen tog inte hänsyn till att ett surrogatfött barn har 
flera möjliga föräldrar som kan vara bidragande till barnets identitetsskapande och som borde 
tagits hänsyn till när principen om barnets bästa övervägdes. På grund av detta kunde det 
framhållas att rätten till identitet hade tillämpats för snävt vilket inte tog full hänsyn till det 
surrogatfödda barnets intresse. Det fastslogs därför med bakgrund till det anförda att 
Europadomstolen måste ompröva omfattningen av rätten till identitet för att säkerställa att det 
surrogatfödda barns rätt till identitet tillräckligt skyddas. Vidare kunde det konstateras att 
Europadomstolens resonemang i båda rättsfallen var överdrivet fokuserad på andra aspekter än 
barnets bästa vilket ytterligare hindrade Europadomstolen från att tillämpa principen om barnets 
bästa fullständigt. Domstolen försummade även att adressera frågan om nationalitet tillräckligt 
och tyvärr underlät den även att belysa problemet med försäljning av barn. Baserat på dessa 
slutsatser kunde det konstateras att det behövs fler rättsfall på området så att rätten till identitet 
enligt Europakonventionen kan utvidgas och för att medlemsländers skyldigheter gentemot 
fastställandet av föräldraskap och nationalitet samt dess skyldigheter rörande försäljning av 
barn i förhållande till barn födda ur internationella surrogatarrangemang kan klargöras.   
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Abstract 
International surrogate arrangements are currently a popular solution for fulfilling one’s longing 
for children. When a child is born from such an arrangement legal issues may emerge 
concerning the recognition of legal parentage and nationality. This is because of conflicting 
laws and approaches regarding the legality of the arrangement. The surrogate born child is 
caught in the middle of these laws and is sometimes left with an uncertain nationality and legal 
parentage. These consequences may have serious implications on the child’s formation of 
identity and for the child’s right to know one’s origins. State authorities must when considering 
legal parentage and nationality ensure that the best interest of the child is a primary 
consideration. Another serious implication is that surrogate arrangements often constitute sale 
of children, mainly because the child is transferred to the commissioning parents provided that 
a payment has been made. Sale of children is in distinct contradiction to what the best interests 
principle prescribes. The European Court of Human Rights have judged two major cases on the 
issue of international surrogate arrangements. This thesis could conclude from a child rights 
perspective that the judgments delivered did not sufficiently address the best interests of the 
child. The Court did not take into account the crucial aspect that a surrogate born child may 
have several parents that can be vital for the child’s full development of identity and which 
should have been assessed in a best interest consideration. Because of this, the concept of 
identity was found to be too narrowly applied which did not properly protect surrogate born 
children. The Court must reconsider the scope of the concept of identity in order to properly 
protect international surrogate born children’s best interests. Further, it was found that the focus 
by the Court, in both judgments, was unfortunately misdirected which further hindered the 
Court from making proper assessments of the best interests of the surrogate born child. The 
Court did not properly address the question of nationality either. Most unfortunate was the 
omission by the Court to address the issue of sale of children. Based on these conclusions it is 
evident that there is a serious need for further judgments delivered by the Court that reconsiders 
the concept of identity. This would further clarify what obligations Contracting States have in 
the realm of recognition of legal parentage and nationality together with what obligations States 
have regarding the issue of sale of children in the context of children born out of international 
surrogate arrangements.   
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
In March 2019, acting as a surrogate mother for her son and the son’s husband, an American 
woman gave birth to her own granddaughter.1 The arrangement was possible due to in vitro 
fertilization techniques, using sperm from the son and an egg cell from the son’s husband’s 
sister. The embryo was then transplanted into the womb of the American woman. This 
arrangement is called surrogacy, an arrangement in which a woman undertakes giving birth to 
someone else’s child and agrees to transfer the child upon its birth to the intended parent or 
parents. The arrangement commonly presupposes a payment to the woman for carrying and 
giving birth to the child. International surrogate arrangement is when the surrogate arrangement 
possesses a cross border element where the parties to the arrangement are residing in different 
countries.  

The international context of surrogate arrangements can give rise to a number of legal problems 
for the surrogate born child’s welfare and rights. Different legal regimes have varying 
approaches to the legality of surrogate arrangements and diverse domestic laws as to nationality 
and legal parentage. Many states have a total ban on surrogate arrangements, while other 
countries are more indulgent.2 Because of conflicting approaches and laws the international 
aspect of surrogate arrangements has grown in proportion with residents from prohibitive 
countries travelling to countries that have legalised the arrangement. It has become a market 
which some scholars characterize as a type of forum shopping where intended parents seek to 
find the most indulgent state that will most likely enforce the surrogate arrangement.3 Because 
of the cross border aspect, legal issues may emerge when intended parents request their state of 
residence, most often their home state, to grant them legal parentage of the child. Due to the 
various approaches in domestic laws, different countries recognize different persons to be the 
legal parents of the child. This issue creates questions as to the nationality and legal parentage 
of the child. This was seen in an English case surrounding an international surrogate 
arrangement.4 In this case intended parents from the United Kingdom had twins from a 
surrogate mother resident in Ukraine. With regards to the question of legal parentage, Ukrainian 
law recognized the intended parents to be the legal parents of the child while English law 
recognized the surrogate mother and her husband to be the legal parents. This legal issue 
resulted in the twins being left with an uncertain nationality and legal parentage.5 There are 
more examples of situations where children’s nationality and legal parentage is endangered, 
which this thesis will further explain.   

The questions of nationality and legal parentage are a vital presumption for the enjoyment of 
many other rights and most importantly for the development of a child’s identity. Further, the 
right to be able to know one’s origins must be protected as it may be required for the full 
development of a child’s personal and cultural identity. According to Article 3 of the United 
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child6, when intended parents request recognition of 
legal parentage, state authorities must assess what is in the best interest of the child and consider 

                                                

1 Andrew Buncombe, ’Grandmother gives birth to own granddaughter’ The Independent (Seattle, 1 April 2019) 
available at: <https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/woman-gives-birth-granddaughter-nebraska-
cecile-eledge-surrogate-a8848556.html> accessed 13 May 2019.  
2 Heliner Cheung, ‘Surrogate Babies: Where can you have them, and is it legal?’ BBC News (London, 6 August 
2014) available at: <https://www.bbc.com/news/world-28679020> accessed 13 May 2019.  
3 Katarina Trimmings and Paul Beaumont, ‘International Surrogacy Arrangements: An Urgent Need for Legal 
Regulation at the International Level’  (2015) 7(3) Journal of Private International Law 627, 631.  
4 X & Y (Foreign Surrogacy) [2008] EWHC 3030 (Fam).  
5 Trimmings and Beaumont (n 3) 631.   
6 Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force 2 September 1990) 1577 
UNTS 3 (UNCRC) art. 3 (1).  
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what impacts a specific action or decision will have on the child’s rights and welfare. Another 
severe problem is that surrogate arrangements often constitute the sale of children. In the 
context of surrogacy, the born child is the product of a successful contract or a commodity that 
persons have paid a considerable amount of money for. It is never in the child’s best interest to 
be sold, and state authorities must respond accordingly to not enable sale of children.  

These surrogate arrangements, both for the parties involved and the states concerned, often 
neglect that the child is a legal subject and a rights holder. The intended parents often enter the 
agreement in a naive attitude not knowing that a foreign judgment granting them legal parentage 
must not be recognized in the home state.7 In the home state, authorities often react in reluctance 
towards recognizing legal parentage since surrogate arrangements are seen as morally wrong. 
In every decision that affects a surrogate born child directly or indirectly, their best interest 
must be a primary consideration.8 Further, a state is not compliant with the best interests of the 
child if it neglects the sale of children and allows it to proceed. It is therefore of great importance 
to discuss children’s rights and their best interests in the context of international surrogate 
arrangements from a child rights perspective in order to fully emphasize these identified 
problems.  

The European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter the ECtHR or the Court) has judged two key 
cases in the context of international surrogate arrangements. The Court’s judgment in one of 
these cases has dealt with issues concerning identity stemming from an unrecognition of legal 
parentage and nationality. The other key case concerned a removal of a surrogate born child 
from its intended parents because of lack of legal parentage. The two judgments differ in the 
amount of protection afforded to the child’s best interests. Because of this, many questions as 
to the best interest of the child remains in the sphere of international surrogate arrangements. It 
is the task of this thesis to, from a sincere child’s rights perspective, analyse the strengths and 
shortcomings of the ECtHR’s protection of the best interest of the child in relation to children 
born out of international surrogate arrangements.  

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine how the best interest principle has been protected by 
the ECtHR’s judgments on international surrogate arrangements. Following this purpose, the 
thesis furthermore analyses if the current legal precedents of international surrogacy formed by 
the case law of the ECtHR sufficiently protects and ensures the best interest of the child 
principle with regards to some specific legal issues that may occur for children born through 
international surrogate arrangements.    

1.2.1 Questions 
The following questions are relevant for fulfilling the purpose:  

o How has the ECtHR answered with regards to the best interest of the child principle in 
its case law surrounding surrogate arrangements?  

o From a child rights perspective, to what extent has the case law on international 
surrogate arrangements safeguarded the best interest of  the child?  

                                                

7 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference, ‘The Desirability and Feasibility of Further 
Work on the Parentage/Surrogacy Project (Prel. Doc. 3B)’, (Hague Conference on Private International Law, 
Hague, March 2014) available at: <https://assets.hcch.net/docs/6403eddb-3b47-4680-ba4a-3fe3e11c0557.pdf > 
accessed 2 May 2019, 10.  
8 Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC) ‘General Comment no. 14 on the right of the child to have his or 
her best interests taken as a primary consideration’ (29 May 2013) CRC/C/GC/14, 1-2.  
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1.3 Delimitations 
This thesis focuses only on international surrogate arrangements. Its springboard lies in both an 
international and regional approach. International in the sense that it focuses on the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child9 (hereinafter the UNCRC) and the Optional Protocol to 
the Convention on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography10 (hereinafter 
the Optional Protocol) when discussing the best interests of the child and other child rights. It 
is regional as it has a European perspective, focusing on case law from the ECtHR in its analysis 
on the rights of the child, which the ECtHR has resolved with reference to the European 
Convention on Human Rights11 (hereinafter the ECHR). The reason for a focus on the UNCRC 
is that it has almost reached universal ratification (it has 196 State Parties12) and since it is the 
only international convention that has a pure children’s rights perspective. The reason for a 
European approach is that surrogacy is a great issue within the Council of Europe’s Contracting 
States. There is a non-consensus of the legality of surrogacy between the Contracting States 
which have provoked a wide margin of appreciation.13 The case law is also recent and poses far 
reaching questions about children’s rights. Moreover, all materials from the European Union 
and national legislations have been disregarded. This thesis also touches upon aspects of private 
international law. There will be no discussion of this, and specific private international law rules 
will be disregarded from the text. However, a short note of the aspect will be given in the second 
chapter.  

This thesis is not exhaustive on the list of child rights that may become a legal issue in the 
context of international surrogacy. To enable a more thorough analysis the legal issues that may 
become present when intended parents apply for legal parentage in their country of residence 
have been chosen. For an extra dimension, the issue of sale of children will also be emphasized, 
since surrogacy in many situations amount to sale of children. Only the sale of children will be 
addressed and not any aspects of trafficking. This thesis has, without asserting that they are less 
problematic, also chosen to disregard children’s rights relating to their physical development, 
survival and protection against abuse. As a final note and clarification, this thesis only addresses 
legal issues regarding the best interest of the child already born out of surrogacy. Hence, the 
thesis does not address the unborn child.  

1.4 Method and Material 
This thesis firstly examines children’s right to have their best interest considered in specific 
legal issues as a result of international surrogate arrangements. It secondly presents two key 
cases from the ECtHR on the topic and analyses to which extent the Court has safeguarded the 
best interest of the surrogate born child. Hence, the thesis both aims to establish the applicable 
law and to analyse and criticize certain case law stemming from the ECtHR. The method used 
for this thesis is therefore the legal analytical method, as presented by Claes Sandgren. The 
reason for not using the legal dogmatic method is that it is strictly limited to some authoritative 
sources. These sources are law, preparatory works, case law and doctrine.14 The legal analytical 

                                                

9 Convention on the Rights of the Child (n 6).  
10 Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and 
Child Pornography (adopted 25 May 2000, entered into force 18 January 2002) 2171 UNTS 227 (Optional 
Protocol).  
11 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on Human 
Rights, as amended) (ECHR).   
12 United Nations Treaty Collection, ‘Depositary: Status of Treaties’ available at: 
<https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=IV-11&chapter=4&clang=_en> 
accessed 15 May 2019.  
13 Mennesson v France no 65192/11 (ECtHR, 26 June 2014) paras. 78-79.  
14 Claes Sandgren, Rättsvetenskap för uppsatsförfattare: ämne, material, metod och argumentation (3rd edn, 
Nordstedts Juridik 2015) 43.  
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method is much wider in the sense that it is not bound by these specific authoritative sources.15 
There is no restriction on the material that can be used in the analysis.16 Therefore, this thesis 
has made use of many soft law sources, which will be further presented below. The legal 
analytical method also includes finding the applicable law, as it does in the legal dogmatic 
method.17 The only difference is that the legal analytical method allows the author to rely on 
more sources than only some authoritative ones. The international treaties used in this thesis 
contain norms that is perceived as legal norms. The UNCRC is an international convention that 
is recognized and respected by countries in a nearly universal sense.18 The same can be said of 
the ECHR, it is a regional treaty which is an essential instrument to the protection of human 
rights and freedoms in the Council of Europe and which is ratified by all 47 member states.19  
Therefore, the applicable law was found through these international treaties and by the use of 
legal doctrine. Another aim of the legal analytical method is to analyse the applicable law. It is 
therefore natural to criticize the applicable law, for example applicable law stemming from 
courts.20 This further speaks for that the legal analytical method is the most suitable method for 
this thesis.  

The chosen method also suits very well with the soft law material used in this thesis. Some of 
these soft law sources are General Comments and Concluding Observations by the Committee 
on the Rights of the Child (hereinafter the Committee). Even if they are not legally binding, 
they form an important contribution to the interpretation and fulfilment of the purpose of the 
UNCRC, which all Contracting States who acts in good faith should want to achieve. It is 
therefore vital to have these sources included in the presentation of the applicable law. 
Moreover, in its analysis the thesis also make use of other sources of soft law, dissenting and 
concurring opinions and legal writings which are all accepted as material under the legal 
analytical method.21 

1.5 Ethical Questions  
Ethical questions have emerged in the collection of information and in the writing of this thesis, 
especially when writing the parts relating to the case law by the ECtHR. Despite being official 
judgments available at the database of the ECtHR’s website, some information such as names 
and personal information is of sensitive nature. The persons have consequently been 
depersonalised with the purpose of protecting the personal integrity. Therefore, in the 
presentation of the relevant case law from ECtHR people’s names are replaced with 
denominations that serve the understanding equally such as the child, the mom, the dad or the 
applicants. 

1.6 Terminology  
The following will shortly explain some of the terminology that is used throughout the thesis. 
Intended parents, often called the commissioning parents, refers to the persons who entered into 
the arrangement in order to become parents. They are the ones that the child is intended to be 
transferred to after the birth. Birth state is the state in which the child is born, most often the 
country where the surrogate arrangement was concluded and where the surrogate mother is 
resident. Home state, often called the receiving state, is most often the state in which the 
intended parents are residents and where the intended parents wants to reside with their 
                                                

15 ibid 45.  
16 Sandgren (n 14) 45-46.  
17 Sandgren (n 14) 45-46. 
18 United Nations Treaty Collection (n 12). 
19 Council of Europe, ‘Search on Treaties: Simplified Charter of signatures and ratifications’ available at:   
<https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/search-on-treaties/-/conventions/chartSignature/3> accessed 15 May 
2019.  
20 Sandgren (n 14) 46.  
21 Sandgren (n 14) 46.   
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surrogate born child. This thesis sometimes utilizes the term gametes which is used to refer to 
an egg or sperm cell used in the conception of an embryo. In vitro fertilization implies 
conception externally meaning that the egg is fertilized with a sperm outside the body.  

1.7 Disposition  
This study begins in the second chapter to present what surrogate arrangements entail and 
present the legal issues that this thesis builds its concerns upon. The third chapter focuses on 
presenting de lege lata. It firstly defines what the best interest of the child principle entails. It 
secondly presents child rights from the UNCRC which are important for the fulfilment of the 
best interest principle in the context of the issues relating to legal parentage arising out of 
international surrogacy. Lastly, it presents the prohibition on sale of children and explains why 
international surrogacy may lead to sale of children. The fourth chapter introduces the reader 
to the key cases judged by the ECtHR and shortly explains how the Court have judged these 
cases of international surrogacy. The fifth chapter binds together the previous chapters into an 
analysis of how the ECtHR have safeguarded surrogate born children’s right to have their best 
interest taken into consideration in the specific legal issues identified by this thesis. The last 
chapter summarises the thesis and the conclusions reached by it.  

2. Surrogate Arrangements   
This chapter introduces the reader to the concept of surrogacy, which will enable a better 
understanding of the coming analysis. The chapter defines surrogacy, provides some statistics 
and presents the legal issues relating to legal parentage that may arise in the context of 
surrogacy. In order to maintain a children’s rights focus, an explanation will be given of how 
the issues surrounding legal parentage may affect the best interest of the surrogate born child.  

2.1 Definition 
An international surrogate arrangement entails that intended parents from one state enters into 
a surrogate agreement with a surrogate from another state.22 Such a surrogate agreement can be 
both altruistic and commercial.23 An altruistic arrangement means that the surrogate either does 
not receive any compensation for the ‘service’ she provides or only receives compensation to 
cover reasonable expenses that comes from pregnancy, such as work loss and medical bills.24 
Commercial surrogacy on the other hand is when the intended parents give a compensation to 
the surrogate mother that goes beyond the reasonable expenses.25 

Moreover, a surrogate arrangement is either gestational or traditional.26 Traditional surrogate 
arrangements implies that the surrogate mother uses her own gamete, making her the genetic 
mother of the child. The male gamete is either sperm from a donor or sperm from the intended 
father.27 The conception is most often made by artificial insemination methods.28 Gestational 
surrogate arrangement is when the surrogate mother has no genetic connection to the child.29 
Instead of using the surrogate mothers’ gametes, the gametes come either from the intended 
mother or an egg donor. The same goes for the male gamete.30 The conception is made through 
in vitro fertilization and afterwards placed into the womb of the surrogate mother.31 The 
surrogate mother is usually called the gestational host or gestational carrier when carrying a 
                                                

22 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A. 
23 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A. 
24 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A.  
25 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A. 
26 Trimmings and Beaumont (n 3) 629.  
27 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A. 
28 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A. 
29 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A. 
30 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A. 
31 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ‘Prel. Doc. 3B’ (n 7) annex A. 
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child to which she has no genetic connection.32 Gestational surrogacy is the most common form 
of surrogacy in Europe.33 

2.2 Statistics about Surrogate Arrangements  
Every year, approximately 20.000 children are born out of surrogate arrangements.34 In India it 
is estimated that 5.000 children are born from surrogacy each year, a market that is worth 
approximately 2.3 billion US dollars.35 These types of surrogate arrangements are commercial 
surrogate arrangements and it is estimated that the commercial surrogacy market represents 98-
99 % of all surrogate arrangements.36  

2.3 Legality of Surrogate Arrangements  
As already mentioned, there is a variety of approaches that states have regarding the legality of 
surrogate arrangements. In general, the different approaches can be categorized into three 
groups. The first group prohibit all forms of surrogacy. The second group is where surrogacy 
is unregulated, meaning that the legality of the arrangement is not settled. The third group 
permits surrogacy, either both forms of it or only altruistic. These groups respective answers 
regarding surrogacy in relation to their national laws will now be presented.  

The first group prohibit surrogate arrangements, mainly because of approaches that sees these 
arrangements as a violation of children’s and women’s dignity.37 In these states, the 
arrangement of surrogacy will most often lead to criminal sanctions, either for the intended 
parents or surrogate mother but also for the involved intermediary or medical clinic that enabled 
the arrangement.38 Surrogate arrangements that become present in these countries are therefore 
void and unenforceable since they are contrary to the law.39 When it comes to the legal 
parentage of a surrogate born child there is no regulation of this, since the act is illegal, and 
therefore the ordinary law on legal parenthood applies.40 Most often, the surrogate mother and 
her potential partner are recognized as the legal parents of the child, it is hard to contest this.41 
Because of this prohibition of surrogacy, many travel abroad to enter a surrogate arrangement 
in a more permissive state.42 Examples of countries that belong to this group are Sweden, Italy, 
France and Germany.43  

                                                

32 Trimmings and Beaumont (n 3) 629.  
33 Alice Cuddy, ‘Where in Europe is surrogacy legal?’ euronews (Lyon, 13 September 2018) available at: 
<https://www.euronews.com/2018/09/13/where-in-europe-is-surrogacy-legal> accessed 17 May 2019.  
34 International Social Service (ISS), ‘Call for Action 2016: Urgent Need for Regulation of International Surrogacy 
and Artificial Reproduction Technologies’ [2016] <https://www.iss-
ssi.org/images/Surrogacy/Call_for_Action2016.pdf> accessed 2 May 2019, 1. 
35 BBC News, ‘Despair Over Ban in India’s Surrogacy Hub’ BBC News (London, 22 November 2015) available 
at: <https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-34876458> accessed 14 May 2019.  
36 Petra De Sutter, ‘Children’s Rights Related to Surrogacy’ (Committee on Social Affairs, Health and Sustainable 
Development of the Parliamentary Assembly, 21 September 2016) 3.  
37 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference, ‘A Preliminary Report on the Issues Arising 
from International Surrogacy Arrangements (Prel. Doc. 10)’ (Hague Conference on Private International Law, 
Hague, March 2012) <https://assets.hcch.net/docs/d4ff8ecd-f747-46da-86c3-61074e9b17fe.pdf> accessed 2 May 
2019, 9.   
38 ibid 9-10.   
39 Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Hague Conference ’Prel. Doc. 10’ (n 37) 9. 
40 Amalia Rigon and Céline Chateau, ‘Legal International Surrogacy Arrangements - state of play’ (European 
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The second group of states have no express prohibition of surrogacy in law, they have a neutral 
standpoint where they neither permit nor prohibit surrogacy.44 Surrogate arrangements are void 
with regards to the arrangement clause about the surrogate mother leaving the born child to the 
intended parents.45 The legal parentage of a child born from a surrogate arrangement will 
therefore be determined by the state’s national laws.46 This is the fact in Belgium, where 
surrogate arrangements is null and void and where ordinary law on parentage apply because of 
the legislative gap surrounding legal parentage in international surrogate arrangements.47 Some 
of these states allow for altruistic surrogacy but because of strict criteria for the intended 
parents, many seek to attend commercial surrogacy abroad.48 Examples of countries that have 
very limited regulation of surrogacy arrangements are the Netherlands49 and Belgium50.  

The third group have legislation that regulate and permit surrogacy.51 The regulation often 
comes with certain eligibility criteria for both the intended parents and the surrogate mother 
(criteria such as age, civil status, sexual orientation and medical screening).52 In general there 
are two sets of regulations that states use in order to approve a surrogate arrangement.53 The 
first way is to approve the surrogate arrangement before it can proceed. The intended parents 
and the surrogate mother must have their arrangement approved in front of an authoritative 
body before the arrangement can start. The body approves the arrangement if the specific 
criteria for the arrangement are fulfilled.54 The second process is concluded after the child is 
born from surrogacy and when the intended parents wants to receive legal parentage. The legal 
parentage is obtained if the concluded surrogate arrangement has been compliant with certain 
criteria.55 A general trend in these states that regulate surrogacy is that altruistic surrogacy is 
permitted while commercial surrogacy is prohibited.56 There is sometimes a requirement of the 
existence of a genetic connection between the child and one of the intended parents or that the 
surrogate mother is not permitted to have a genetic connection to the child.57 Examples of 
countries belonging to this group, only permitting altruistic surrogacy, are the United Kingdom 
and Greece.58 

It is generally easier for intended parents to receive legal parentage in states that regulate 
surrogacy.59 For the pre-approval regulation, which approves a surrogate arrangement before it 
proceeds, the intended parents are usually seen as the legal parents automatically from the birth 
of the child.60 For the regulation process which is concluded after the child’s birth, the general 
laws of parenthood usually applies. Intended parents must within a timeframe send an 
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application for transfer of parentage.61 Usually, intended parents from other states do not travel 
to these states since many of these states have requirements regarding the habitual residence of 
the intended parents. The reason for this is to prevent so called ‘reproductive tourism’.62 Rather, 
it is persons from these states that go abroad to more permissive states since they are not able 
to fulfil the eligibility criteria.63  

There are also states that permit all forms of surrogacy, commercial surrogacy included.64 In 
these states there is usually a process of transfer of legal parentage after the birth of the child.65 
There is no requirement of habitual residence for the parents. In states where there is regulation, 
there can be requirements of genetic links to the child and traditional surrogacy can be 
prohibited; while in states where there is no special regulation of surrogacy, there are usually 
no requirements of genetic links nor is traditional surrogacy prohibited.66 In most of these states, 
legal parentage is immediately placed on the intended parents after the birth, following the 
consent of the surrogate mother and commonly fulfilment of other conditions.67 However, in 
some states it is possible to automatically be the legal parents of the child from birth if a pre-
birth order has been issued.68 These states have become a centre for international surrogate 
arrangements where intended parents come to conclude surrogate arrangements, often unaware 
of the fact that the legal parentage obtained in the birth country will not always be recognised 
globally.69 This may create serious legal issues regarding legal parentage, a legal phenomenon 
not only important for the intended parents, but also paramount for the child.70 An example of 
a country belonging to this group is Russia.71 The state of California72 of the United States also 
permits both forms of surrogate arrangements.  

The problem of recognition of legal parentage in international surrogate arrangements will now 
be examined and exemplified.   

2.4 Legal Issues Regarding the Recognition of Legal Parentage in International Surrogate 
Arrangements 
Because of differing laws concerning surrogacy and national legislation on parenthood many 
couples and single households living in states that prohibit surrogacy, travel abroad to conclude 
surrogate arrangements.73 Since the home state has a prohibition on surrogacy it consequently 
has no special regulation as to the recognition of legal parentage to children born out of 
surrogacy. The general laws on parentage applies. This fact leads to prohibitive states rejecting 
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legal parentage since it does not recognize the child to be the ‘real’ child of the persons, even 
in cases where there is a genetic link between the child and the intended parents.74  

The following presentation will present some legal issues that may arise from cross border 
surrogacy. Depending on which states are involved in the surrogate arrangements and the 
nationality and residency of the parties involved, different problems can arise. The Hague 
Conference on Private International Law (HCCH) has identified particular problems that can 
emerge in cross border surrogacy based on case law from several jurisdictions on this matter. 
There are two ways in which a home state can get their hands on a surrogate arrangement: either 
through a consular in another State or through a home state authority.75 The legal questions that 
usually arise in these contexts are who the legal parents of the child are according to the law 
and if the child should acquire nationality.76 Private international law applies whenever there 
are natural or legal persons in business with each other.77 When intended parents take legal 
action to establish nationality and legal parentage in the state where they want to reside, private 
international law rules may be required to determine which jurisdiction and national laws that 
will apply. There are several private international law treaties that apply in the conflict of laws 
but a country will also apply their own private international law. This legal framework will help 
determine from which country the laws are to be applied and thus help to determine the legal 
parentage of the child.78 It will also determine if the child is a national in the country where it 
was born or the country where the intended parents reside and are nationals in. However, 
sometimes states’ various domestic laws create issues regarding the private international law 
concerning the establishment of legal parentage. These issues may have further negative effects 
on the child’s human rights.79 

The first problem that can arise is when a child born from a surrogate arrangement is to travel 
home with its intended parents to the home state. The legal system of the country where the 
surrogate child was born has recognised the intended parents as the legal parents of the surrogate 
born child and is not granting the child nationality.80 Before being able to travel home with their 
child, the intended parents request at the consulate of their home state to receive passport and 
travel documents for their child.81 The consulate of their home state rejects their request on the 
basis that the home state considers the legal parents of the child to be the surrogate mother and 
her potential husband.82 The child is therefore not entitled the nationality of the home state 
either. Consequently, the child is left with an uncertain nationality and an unsettled legal 
parenthood.83  

The reason for why the child is also left with an uncertain nationality is because nationality 
often is determined by descent, meaning that one of the legal parents of the child must be a 
national of the state in order for nationality to be given to the child.84 Consequently, the state 
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must determine the legal parentage before the granting of nationality.85 If the home state either 
prohibit or does not regulate surrogacy their general laws on parentage will apply. Therefore, 
no legal parentage will be given to the intended parents and hence no certain nationality to the 
child.86 Additionally, in some states nationality is determined by genetic connection, which 
means that one intended parent must have a genetic connection to the child and be a national of 
the home state.87 The legal issue of uncertain nationality stands in hesitancy with state’s 
obligations according to many international conventions to grant nationality and to prevent 
statelessness, among them the UNCRC Article 7.88 In the event of the child still being granted 
to travel into the receiving state, the legal problems for the child will remain as the child will 
still be left with an uncertain nationality and with unresolved legal parentage.89 This is the next 
issue emphasized by HCCH.  

As previously stated, the next problem is when the intended parents and the child have been 
able to travel into the home state.90 The intended parents request the recognition of the foreign 
judgment or birth certificate granting them legal parentage.91 The home state denies the request 
for recognition since a recognition would be against public policy.92 This example can flow 
both from a home state that prohibit all forms of surrogacy and also from a home state where 
altruistic surrogacy is permitted but where the intended parents cannot give evidence that they 
have not paid more than an altruistic surrogacy requires.93 This example emphasizes the conflict 
that can emerge because of various laws and understandings of the ethics surrounding surrogacy 
between the country where the surrogacy was performed and the home state where the intended 
parents resides. The consequence of this conflict results in a surrogate born child who has no 
recognised legal parents and has an uncertain nationality.94 The HCCH have urged the need for 
a method in establishing legal parentage in international surrogate arrangements in order to 
fully safeguard children’s rights.95  

The uncertain nationality will cause a chain reaction in the form of other negative legal 
consequences for the welfare of the child.96 These negative consequences range from practical 
issues met in the contact with state authorities to issues concerning the development of 
identity.97 Furthermore, a non-recognition of legal parentage leads to an uncertain parentage 
which also carries legal consequences with it, especially in terms of identity rights.98 This short 
introduction has introduced the legal issues arising out of international surrogacy when 
recognition of legal parentage is sought by intended parents. The non-recognition of legal 
parentage by the receiving state may hence have serious implications for the child’s right to 
identity and nationality.99 Hence, there are serious implications for the child’s best interests 
which definitely deserves to be further highlighted.  
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These rights, all existent in the UNCRC, will be further presented in the next chapter with a 
focus on the best interest of the child.  

3. The Best Interest of the Child Born out of Surrogate Arrangements 
This chapter explains what the best interest of the child is and how it is relevant to the context 
of surrogacy. It further presents and explains the rights presented above and why these are so 
important for the best interest of the child. It also shortly presents what legal standing the 
UNCRC has in relation to the ECHR and the ECtHR, since the coming analysis concern case 
law from the ECtHR.  

3.1 Definition 
Article 3 paragraph 1 of the UNCRC states the following:  

‘In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or 
private social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative 
authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a 
primary consideration.’100 

It is this paragraph that expresses the fundamental concept of the best interests of the child. The 
best interest of the child is a right, a principle and a rule of procedure. It is a right as it gives 
every child in all actions concerning them the right to have its best interest taken into primary 
consideration.101 This applies to both private and public decision makers. The word primary 
entails that whenever there is a competing interest against the best interest of the child, the 
child’s interest should be a primary consideration.102 Article 3 can also be invoked before a 
court as a free-standing right, it does not need to go in conjunction with any other right of the 
UNCRC.103  

The best interest of the child is also a principle, being one of four holistic principles that the 
UNCRC contains.104 It is an overarching principle, meaning that all Articles in the UNCRC 
must be interpreted and assessed in light of the best interest principle.105 If a Convention right 
contains more than one interpretation, the interpretation that serves the child’s best interest to 
the fullest must be chosen.106  

The child’s best interest is also a rule of procedure.107 It requires states in every decision or 
procedure affecting a child to show how the best interest principle have been applied and 
complied with.108 It must show that the decision has included an assessment on how the child 
will be affected by it. This is required for both negative and positive impacts on the child.109 

The overall aim of the best interest of the child is to ensure a full enjoyment of the rights given 
in the UNCRC and to ensure the development of the child.110 It is important to note that the 
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rights in the UNCRC is not hierarchal, meaning that all rights are in the best interest of the child 
and that one right cannot be chosen at the expense of another right.111  

In order to fully understand this concept, one must know that it is a complex principle that is 
adaptable and flexible.112 There is no correct definition on what the best interest of the child in 
a specific issue is; it must be determined from the facts of the present context and by assessing 
the situation the child is in and the needs of the child.113 This flexibility enables Contracting 
states to be reactive to the different context and situations that children can be in when 
determining the best interest of that specific child.  

The word ‘in all actions’ has a broad meaning and includes for instance decisions, procedures 
and acts. ‘Concerning’ includes both actions that have direct and indirect effect on children. In 
cases where an action will have crucial impact on a child, a more considerable protection must 
be given. ‘By public or private welfare institutions’ includes all type of institutions that make 
decisions that will have an impact on children’s rights, both economic and social as well as civil 
and political rights.114 ‘Administrative authorities’ also has a broad meaning and is directed at 
a wide range of authorities covering all type of administrative decisions.115 ‘Shall be of primary 
consideration’ entails that Contracting States have no power of discretion to choose whether or 
not to apply the best interest principle. As previously mentioned, ‘primary consideration’ means 
that the best interest of the child should be considered on a higher level than other 
considerations.116 It does not mean that the best interest of the child should have an absolute 
standing over other interest, it only means that the child’s interest must have a primary 
prioritisation.117  If the child’s interest is not of primary consideration, the child’s interest may 
be overlooked by other considerations because of the child’s voicelessness and lesser ability to 
protect its interests.118  

The CRC Committee has created a non-exhaustive list of factors that can be, if appropriate to 
the specific situation, used in the determination of the child’s best interest.119 Consideration of 
the appropriate factors is necessary in order to maintain a child rights perspective in the search 
for the best interest of the child.120 The factors recognised by the Committee is the child’s views, 
identity, the maintaining of relations and preservation of family environment, care, protection, 
safety, vulnerability, health and education.121  

3.2 Application of the Best Interest Principle to the Context of Surrogate Arrangements 
This part will shortly present generally how the best interest principle should be assessed in the 
presented legal issues that may arise in the context of surrogate arrangements. Given that there 
is no clear answer to this as the best interest principle must be assessed from a case to case basis 
dependent on the factual circumstances, some general remarks may still be given.  

As previously stated, an action is never in the best interest of the child if it is contrary to a right 
of the child. However, the Committee only requires the best interest of the child to be a primary 
consideration, which means that it does not automatically prevail other interests. It means that 
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other considerations may prevail the best interest principle. Michael D.A Freeman drew a clear 
example of this.122 In situations of juvenile justice, the interest to protect the society from young 
offenders clearly prevails the best interest of the child, even if the legal consequences may not 
be in the child’s best interest.123 In the right situation where there are competing interests, public 
policy may prevail the best interest of the child. This is supported by the travaux preparatories 
where delegates argued that there were competing interests that were of equal or higher 
importance than the best interest of the child, interests such as justice and of the society as a 
whole.124 Thoko Kaime also reiterated this in a clear way, stating that ‘primary’ does not entail 
that children’s interests are absolute. It rather means that a limitation on children’s interests 
must have clear reasons.125 This may be the fact in surrogacy as well. However, when it comes 
to international surrogate arrangements, the factual circumstances and the situation of the 
surrogate born child must be taken into consideration when assessing the best interests of the 
child. One must remember that surrogate born children who risks not being afforded neither a 
nationality or legal parentage, is in an extremely vulnerable situation. One must also assess their 
identity and their interest to maintain relations and family environments. These are factors that 
are mentioned in the Committee on the Rights of the Childs’s non exhaustive list. One should 
also highlight the concerns that are at stake when intended parents want to register the legal 
parentage of a surrogate born child. As explained below, the measures at stake may have a 
crucial impact on the child’s rights and must therefore be further protected.126 Emphasizing 
these factors and the potential impacts state authorities’ decisions and actions may have on a 
surrogate born child rights, one must have these in mind when assessing best interests 
considerations.  

The legal issues in the examples in the second chapter arise because of non-harmonizing 
domestic laws on legal parentage and due to non-consensus over the legality of surrogacy. 
States that prohibit surrogacy often rejects to recognize legal parentage on the basis of public 
policy. These states do not want to do something that is contrary to the law and morality, with 
the possibility of attracting more couples to international surrogate arrangements. These types 
of denials can be seen as preventative actions that are concluded ex-post facto: after a surrogate 
arrangement has taken place. Fenton Glynn argues that this type of ex-post facto prevention is 
ineffective and that the only effective way to prevent surrogacy is before, ex-ante, the 
international surrogate arrangement takes place.127 Glynn argues that the reason for this is that 
children’s right must be prioritised in an ex-post facto situation and that attempts of prevention 
are therefore useless. Glynn’s argument is in compliance with the best interest principle since 
she really emphasizes the primary consideration on the best interests of the child that must be 
afforded in these situations. This highlights the conflict of interests that may emerge in these 
situations. When solving these interests, a proper best interest assessment is required. There 
must be, as Kaime stated, clear reasons for such limitations in the surrogate born child’s 
interests. Additionally, as previously states, surrogate born children are in a vulnerable situation 
where measures affecting them may have a crucial impact on them and must therefore be 
afforded higher protection.  
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Another aspect that is interesting in the context of surrogacy is what Freeman describes as 
current interests of the child and the future oriented interests of the child.128 Current 
considerations are based on experiential considerations while future interests focus on 
considerations of development of the child.129 In the surrogacy context, both interests must be 
assessed. What are the best interests of the child in the current situation and what will be the 
best interest of the developing child in the future? This is especially important in this context 
as surrogate born children are infants when state authorities make these assessments and the 
decisions taken will be decisive for the child’s further development. This will be further 
emphasized when talking about the child’s right to identity and nationality.  

3.3 Children’s Rights Relating to the Issue of Legal Parentage 
To begin with legal parentage is a centre for the enjoyment of many children’s rights. Today, 
many rights that children have are determined by the obligations derived on the legal parents.130 
Therefore, this legal status is vital for the child’s enjoyment of rights. Examples of these rights 
are nationality and inheritance rights. It is also important to emphasize that parents have the 
primary responsibility of a child’s welfare and development. The state is only subsidiary in this 
regard.131 According to Article 18 of the UNCRC, states must ensure that parents are recognized 
as having the primary responsibility over the child’s development and upbringing.132 Parents 
will have the best interest of the child in centre of their concern. Hence, from a child’s rights 
perspective the determination of legal parentage and the fact that someone is given the legal 
responsibility is crucial to satisfy the child’s best interest.133 

Legal parentage raises the question of the definition of the term ‘parent’. Technically, a 
surrogate born child can have six parents: the intended parents, the surrogate mother and her 
spouse and the genetic parents (the gamete donors). The UNCRC have not defined or explained 
the term parent. It is therefore uncertain if the Committee refer to a child’s genetic, social or 
legal parents when using the term ‘parent’.134 However, the meaning of the term parent has 
evolved drastically because of new ways to reproduce. Since the emergence of artificial 
reproductive technologies and the practice of surrogacy, parenthood is no longer only 
determined by biological and gestational components. Today, parenthood can solely constitute 
an intentional factor, without genetic or gestational factors present.135 This uncertainty of what 
UNCRC imply with the term parent is irrelevant when one considers an international surrogate 
born child left with uncertain parentage because that two countries recognize different persons 
as the legal parents of the child. This uncertain parentage will create hinders for the child’s 
enjoyment of many rights and will most likely violate Articles 7 and 8 of the UNCRC.136 In 
conclusion, a non-recognition of legal parentage is definitely not in the child’s best interests.  

As previously explained, the best interest principle is an overarching principle that is to be 
complied with in the interpretation and application of other rights in the CRC. The best interest 
principle must be applied to all of these rights in order for them to be fully ensured.137 An action 
is never in the best interest of the child if it is contrary to a child right.138 The following 
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presentation will discuss children’s right to nationality, identity and the right to know its origins. 
In the context of the legal issue of legal parentage presented by this thesis, the rights are all very 
interconnected and interdependent. The presentation will first shortly explain what the different 
rights entails and secondly how they apply in the context of the presented legal issue.   

Article 7 of the CRC, states the following:  

‘The child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have the 
right from birth to a name, the right to acquire a nationality and. as far 
as possible, the right to know and be cared for by his or her parents.’139 

This Article includes the right to a nationality. With regards to the right for international 
surrogate born children, states have positive obligations to ensure every child’s right to 
nationality. This is showed by the Committee on the Rights of the Child’s Concluding 
Observations on Germany, where the Committee requested information on what measures 
Germany had in order to prevent international surrogate born children from becoming 
stateless.140 Hence, states have an obligation to prevent children from becoming stateless. This 
obligation is more emphasized in the second paragraph of Article 7. The second paragraph of 
Article 7 states that the implementation of this right is ensured by domestic law.141 It means that 
every Contracting State will choose the procedures for removal and acquisition of nationality, 
provided that it respects obligations under international law and that special focus is given to 
situations in which a child would be stateless.142 States must therefore focus on eliminating the 
problem of statelessness.143 Further since the UNCRC almost has universal ratification, it has 
been argued that some of the essential child rights should count as customary international law, 
among them the right to nationality.144 It has also been argued that UNCRC, with background 
to its purpose of minimizing statelessness and the obligations thereto, incorporates the 
international rule of jus soli: the granting of nationality to a child born on the states territory 
which would otherwise be stateless.145 It can therefore be concluded that children, also 
surrogate born children, have a right to acquire a nationality and a right to not become stateless. 

Article 7 of the UNCRC also grants children the right to know its origins. Surrogate 
arrangements are strongly connected to the right to know one’s parents. In its concluding 
observations on Israel, the Committee criticised Israel of having taken insufficient account to 
the rights of the child and the best interest of the child in the context of surrogate 
arrangements.146 It recommended Israel to in its regulation of surrogacy ensure the best interest 
of the child and to ensure that surrogate born children have means of finding information of 
their origins.147 The issue has been raised by States that in the context of international surrogacy 
children will experience difficulty in tracing their birth and genetic origins.148 This difficulty is 
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explained if one has in mind that a surrogate born child can have up to six parents. How should 
one understand this right for surrogacy children then? A child has the right to know its origins 
but at the same time many gamete donors and gestational parents want to keep their action as a 
secret for the sake of their private life.149 In his commentary, Jaap Doek wrote an analogy to 
the concept of adoption. In the beginning of adoption, anonymity and secrecy were in place to 
protect the interests of the ones giving the child up for adoption. Today the approach is the 
contrary, were openness of adoption has proven to facilitate the child’s development of identity. 
This applies to medically assisted procreation, where surrogacy is included, as well, Doek 
means.150 Doek further stated that the identity elements in Article 8 of the UNCRC is non 
exhaustive and must be adapted to present day challenges, such as medically assisted 
procreation. This emphasize the rationale behind this right, its primary purpose is for the 
development of identity. With this background, one can certainly say that surrogate born 
children also have the right to know their origins, especially as it facilitates the child’s 
development of identity. From a best interest perspective, a child must have the right to know 
all of its origins: the intended parents, the gestational mother (and her spouse), and the genetic 
parents. This is well supported by that whenever there are several interpretations available to a 
specific right, the interpretation that serves the best interest most must be chosen.151 Because of 
the difficulty in ensuring this, especially in an international context, there is an urgent need for 
an extra focus on implementation of this right, as prescribed by Article 7 (2), in order to fully 
ensure this right for surrogate born children.  

The next and very interconnected issue is the right to identity, as prescribed by Article 8 of the 
UNCRC:  

‘States Parties undertake to respect the right of the child to preserve his 
or her identity, including nationality, name and family relations as 
recognized by law without unlawful interference.’152 

The aspects relating to the right to identity for the international surrogate born child can be 
divided into different aspects when it comes to the legal issue that this thesis focuses on. Firstly, 
as examined above, the right to know its origins facilitates the development of identity and 
needs to be further implemented to ensure this right for surrogate born children. Secondly, 
different sorts of civil statuses are of social interest as they form part of the child’s personal 
identity. Hence, civil statuses such as nationality and the granting of legal parentage are 
important elements of a child’s personal identity.153 The denial of these civil statuses will hence 
have negative effects on the child’s identity. It is therefore extremely important in situations 
when assessing a child’s nationality or parentage, to have regard to the child’s right to identity. 
Lastly, early childhood has proven vital for the development of the child’s cultural and personal 
identity.154 Parents or caregivers play a major role in the realization of this right.155 Soon after 
birth a child can recognize its parents or caregivers and it forms a strong attachment with them. 
It is through this relationship that the child starts to build a personal and cultural identity.156 
Because of this strong connection between the building of an identity and the child’s 
relationship to the ones who care for him or her, parents or caregivers are said to be key players 
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in which children can enjoy their rights.157 The conclusion one can make from this is that the 
filial connections a child has in its early childhood are vital for the development of the child’s 
identity. State authorities must therefore have this factor of immediate concern when 
considering whether or not a child should be separated from its intended parents upon a denial 
of legal parentage and assess what is in the best interests of the child. If the intended parents 
already have established filial connections with the child, there must be well considered reasons 
for separating the child, since the child already has started to build its identity upon this 
connection. Even if the intended parents are not parents recognized by law, the filial connection 
is still important for the child’s development of identity and should hence be respected if it is 
deemed to be in the child’s best interest.  

3.4 Children’s Rights in relation to Sale of Children  
At first glance at the examples given in the second chapter, one notices that the common feature 
is that the children’s rights issues have emerged because of state actions. However, surrogate 
arrangements are not directly attributable to states, it is conducted by private actors even if it 
can be indirectly authorised by a state through a permissive approach to surrogacy. The problem 
is that surrogacy often amount to the sale of children. If it has not happened in the hands of a 
state how does this correspond to the best interest of the child principle? The answer is that 
even though the state has not done any action, an omission or failure to act or protect also falls 
under the term ‘in all actions’ whenever a state fails to protect a child from something that is 
not in their best interests.158 Hence, a state cannot hide behind a failure to act.  

The legal issue of sale of children in surrogacy contexts will now be presented.  

3.4.1 Prohibition of the sale of children  
One of the most recurring arguments against international surrogacy is that a surrogate born 
child is seen as a commodity or a product of a reached agreement. This is the view held by 
Cambodia, which after being a centre for commercial surrogacy, made the practice illegal in 
2016. Following that in July 2018, 32 Cambodian women were arrested for alleged participation 
in surrogacy and human trafficking of children.159 The Committee’s approach is somewhat in 
this direction as well. Without explicitly addressing the question of surrogacy in the UNCRC, 
the Committee has addressed the problem in several Concluding Observations. In 2014, the 
Committee stated in its concluding observations on India that commercial surrogacy contributes 
to sale of children and violation of children’s rights if not properly regulated.160 The Committee 
found similar conclusions in Observations against Mexico.161 In its Concluding Observations 
submitted for the Optional Protocol of the US, the Committee found that unclear definitions 
and loopholes continued to enable for instance payments before birth to surrogate mothers.162 
These problems hinder the elimination of sale of children for adoption.163 It also concluded that 
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absence of legislation on federal level regulating surrogacy results in the sale of children.164 
The Committee recommended the federal state and all states to define, monitor, regulate and 
criminalize sale of children; and thereby include issues of surrogacy, define what amounts to 
reasonable costs and the issue of payments before birth.165  

A Report by the Special Rapporteur on the sale and sexual exploitation of children, including 
child prostitution, child pornography and other child sexual abuse material (hereinafter the 
Report on Sale of Children) have elaborated on the issue thoroughly. It referred to two sections 
of the UNCRC framework. Article 35 of the UNCRC states the following:  

‘States Parties shall take all appropriate national, bilateral and 
multilateral measures to prevent the abduction of, the sale of or traffic 
in children for any purpose or in any form.’166 

The last phrase, ‘for any purpose or in any form’ indicates a broad meaning of the sale of 
children and also includes surrogacy, the special rapporteur meant.167 Furthermore, the Optional 
Protocol also clearly states the prohibition of the sale of children. Article 1 provides the 
following:  

‘State Parties shall prohibit the sale of children, child prostitution and 
child pornography as provided for by the present Protocol.’168  

Further, Article 2 paragraph (a) provides the following:  

‘(a) Sale of children means any act or transaction whereby a child is 
transferred by any person or group of persons to another for 
remuneration or any other consideration;’169 

The prohibition is stated in Article 1 while the definition of sale of children is stated in Article 
2 (a). According to the Draft Guidelines on this Optional Protocol, commercial surrogacy can 
constitute the sale of children and it urges State Parties to regulate this activity and to protect 
the best interest of the child.170 The Sale of Children Report stated that the approach taken by 
the UNCRC and the Optional Protocol indicates that the sale of children is a sufficiently serious 
human rights violation in itself that does not need further exploitation of other Convention 
rights.171 By comparing the state obligations of The Hague Convention on Protection of 
Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption imposed on States to create 
safeguards to prevent and prohibit the sale of children as a tool for formation of families the 
Sale of Children Report argued that the same applies to the surrogacy context, despite the very 
different approaches that states have to this phenomenon.172 
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As previously found, sale of children is a free-standing prohibition which does not need to 
include elements of trafficking in order to fulfil the definition. Commercial surrogacy normally 
constitutes sale of children and altruistic may potentially also constitute it.173 The following text 
will shortly explain why commercial surrogacy may fulfil the definition of sale of children as 
the Optional Protocol have put it and what the Report on Sale of Children recommends state 
parties to do in order to properly secure the best interest of the child. The definition in Article 
2 (a) constitutes three elements. Firstly, it requires a payment, which is fulfilled by all 
commercial surrogate arrangements.174 Secondly it requires a transfer either legally or 
physically. A legal transfer is the transfer of parental responsibilities while physical entails an 
act of a person physically turning over the child to another person.175 A physical transfer may 
proceed without the legal recognition of parentage.176 A legal transfer usually occurs as most 
birth states recognize the birth mother as the legal parent of the child at birth and then a transfer 
of legal parentage will occur when intended parents issue proceedings for it.177 Furthermore, 
some states have rules that entails that surrogate mother’s loose parentage prior to the birth and 
that the legal transfer is already set.178 Hence, in most cases a legal transfer of the child occurs. 
The physical transfer is also concluded, since the surrogate arrangement’s main purpose is the 
transfer of a child from the surrogate to the intended parents. The last element is also part of the 
main point of a surrogate arrangement, namely the exchange element, which means that the 
payment is required for a transfer to occur.179 The transfer of the child is part of the contract 
between the surrogate and the intended parents, meaning that the surrogate would not have 
fulfilled her contractual obligations if not physically transferring the child and the intended 
parents had not fulfilled theirs if they had not issued payment.180 In that way, the surrogate is 
both payed for her bearing a child and for the transfer of the child. Thus, the third element is 
fulfilled in most commercial surrogate arrangements.181  

With regard to altruistic surrogate arrangements the Report on Sale of Children explains that it 
theoretically does not constitute sale of children as the act is does not require a payment beyond 
reasonable expenses.182 The element of exchange does not occur as the transfer does not require 
that a payment has occurred, it is not the same contractual relationship.183 There is however, a 
development of surrogate arrangements labelled as altruistic but where there are substantial 
payments to both surrogates and intermediaries. This development makes the line between 
commercial and altruistic surrogacy vague.184 Therefore, a surrogate arrangement labelled 
altruistic can also constitute sale of children according to the definition provided by Article 2 
(1) of the Optional Protocol.185 The Report on Sale of Children recommended that states must 
regulate altruistic surrogacy, for example by requiring all payments to be justified as reasonable 
so that it does not constitute sale of children.186 
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The Report on Sale of Children have recommendations for how states that prohibit surrogacy 
shall act when their nationals try to bring home a child born out of surrogacy.187 The report 
states that most of these surrogate arrangements is conducted in a state where commercial 
surrogacy is permitted. The home state can therefore not assume that the surrogate arrangement 
has been altruistic.188 The home state must, because of the risk of sale of children in both 
unregulated and regulated commercial surrogacy, assess the proceedings taken abroad before 
recognizing parentage or birth certificates.189 By making determinations in the best interest of 
the child, the home state must protect the child’s rights, for instance identity rights, the right to 
know its origins and the right to parentage.190 It is only based on these best interests of the child 
considerations that the home state can grant parental responsibility to the intended parents. 
Hence, the surrogate born child’s rights must be protected.191 Lastly, both the birth state and 
the home state are liable to ensure that statelessness does not occur.192 

3.5 Children’s Rights Legal Standing with Regards to the ECHR and the ECtHR 
The ECHR is not a child’s rights convention per se, as the UNCRC is. However, it obligates 
Contracting States to grant the Convention rights to everyone within its jurisdiction.193 This 
means that all Articles of ECHR also applies to children.194 There are no Article that explicitly 
refers to children or their rights. However, the ECtHR has developed a broad case law 
surrounding child rights by interpreting positive obligations of the Contracting States.195 While 
the Council of Europe is not legally bound by the UNCRC, all member states of the Council of 
Europe are Contracting States of it.196 Because of this, the ECtHR affirmed in case Harroudj v 
France197  that the ECHR shall not be interpreted in absence of reality.198 The case further stated 
that ECHR must be interpreted in compliance with general principles of international law, as 
compliant with Article 31 paragraph 3 (c) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.199 
Hence, all relevant international rules which are applicable must be taken into consideration by 
the ECtHR. This means that obligations concerning child rights in the ECHR must be 
interpreted in compliance with the UNCRC.200  

Article 8 of the ECHR has proven to be of particular importance for children’s rights. With 
regards to the rights previously presented, it can shortly be noted that Article 8 of ECHR 
protects the right to know one’s parents for the sake of personal identity, it protects genetic 
affiliation, but it does not protect the right to nationality.201  

3.6 Summary  
The issue of non-recognition of legal parentage to intended parents for a child born out of 
international surrogacy may pose severe risks regarding the best interest of the surrogate born 
child. Firstly, the child risks being left with an uncertain nationality and legal parentage due to 
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conflicting laws in the concerned countries. Secondly it risks, as a consequence of the 
foregoing, not being able to form its own personal and cultural identity. Thirdly, the right to 
know one’s origins is an important right when it comes to surrogate born children that must be 
implemented sufficiently, as it otherwise might further risk the child’s development of identity. 
Fourthly, there is also a risk that surrogate arrangements constitute the sale of children as 
defined by the Optional Protocol. From a child rights perspective, all of these legal issues risk 
the fulfilment of the best interest principle.  

4. European Court of Human Rights Case Law on Surrogacy  
This chapter briefly presents two key cases on international surrogate arrangements stemming 
from the ECtHR and answers how it has reasoned with regard to the best interest of the child 
principle. It then shortly notices three other cases that the Court has judged and then lastly 
introduces the reader to some responses that the key cases on surrogacy have generated.  

4.1 Case of Paradiso Campanelli v. Italy  
Case of Paradiso and Campanelli v. Italy202 (no. 25358/12) originated in an application 
according to Article 34 of the ECHR against Italy. There were two applicants, applicant A and 
B. The case was ruled on 24th of January 2017. The applicants alleged that their right to respect 
for their private life and family life had been violated because of the measures taken against 
their child by the Italian authorities.  

The case was first ruled by the Second Section of the Court, a Chamber, which found the 
complaint admissible for the applicants’ complaints on their own behalf, while other parts of 
the complaint were declared inadmissible. The Chamber found a violation of Article 8. The 
Government of Italy requested the case to be referred to the Grand Chamber, granting of that 
request was given.  

The following renders the relevant facts, the Grand Chambers reasoning and the outcome of the 
case. In 2010, the applicants concluded a gestational surrogate arrangement in Russia, using 
male gamete from the second applicant and a donor egg. In February 2011 a child was born, 
and the surrogate mother gave her consent to register the intended parents as the legal parents 
of the child. In March the intended parents were recognized as the parents of the child on its 
birth certificate by a Russian Authority. After acquiring the documents needed for applicant A 
to travel home to Italy with the child at the Italian Consulate, applicant A and the child travelled 
back to Italy in the end of April 2011. While in Italy, the applicants requested their son’s birth 
certificate to be registered by the authorities. At the same time the Italian Consulate in Moscow 
notified the Court, the Ministry of Foreign affairs and the municipality in which the applicants 
were resident, that the documents of the child’s birth included false information. The prosecutor 
started criminal proceedings against the applicants accusing them for misrepresentation of civil 
status, the use of falsified documents and for not following the procedure required in 
international adoption. Further, the prosecutor started proceedings for the releasement of the 
child for adoption, as the child was recognized to be in a state of abandonment. The child had, 
according to Italy, been abandoned by its legal mother who Italy recognized to be the surrogate 
mother. Consequently, the Italian authorities perceived that the child was an orphan. After 
ordering a DNA test between applicant B and the child it was confirmed that no genetic link 
existed. Reports by social workers and a doctor indicated that the well-being of the child in the 
care of the applicants was excellent and that the child would suffer severe phycological 
consequences if it were to be separated from the ones who assumed the role of his parents. 
Despite that, in October 2011 the child was removed from the care of the applicants and was 
put into a children’s home for 15 months before being placed in a proper adoption home. The 
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Italian authorities relied on several arguments, one was that it would be equal to giving effect 
to an unlawful action which was is in violation of Italian law by letting the child stay in the care 
of the applicants. After refusing to give recognition to the Russian birth certificate a court, in 
2013, confirmed that the refusal was legitimate. After that, a new birth certificate was issued 
for the child and he was given a new name.203  

The legal issue the Court had to resolve was whether a permanent removal of a child from two 
persons who undertook the role as the child’s parents constituted a violation of the applicants 
right to privacy and family life, as prescribed by Article 8 ECHR204.  

The Court began its assessment by stating that the complaint regarding the refusal to recognize 
the birth certificate was inadmissible since the applicants had failed to exhaust all domestic 
remedies, as already found by the Chamber. The applicants requested the Court to take the 
complaints submitted by them on behalf of the child into consideration arguing that the best 
interest of the child had not been sufficiently upheld in the national authorities. The Court 
answered that the Chamber had already assessed this request, answering that the applicants had 
no standing to represent the child and these complaints were declared inadmissible ratione 
personae. Therefore, the Court stated that it will not assess these complaints.205 

The question for the Court was whether Article 8 ECHR was applicable for the removal of the 
child from the applicants and if the measures amounted to an interference and could be justified 
according to the second paragraph of Article 8 ECHR. The Court also stated that the child is 
not an applicant in the present case and that only the complaints given by the applicants will be 
examined. Stating that there was no legally recognized family life between the applicants and 
the child, the Court assessed whether there was a de facto family life, based on its case law. The 
Court considered the quality of the alleged family life to have had deep emotional bonds and 
the applicants had taken on the role as parents. However, the Court found that it did not 
constitute de facto family life relying on the fact of the short duration of the relationship, the 
fact that there was no genetic link between the applicants and the child and the fact that the ties 
was legally uncertain due to the engaged conduct which was contrary to Italian law.206 Moving 
on to the assessment of whether the measures fell within the meaning of private life, the Court 
first observed that the meaning of private life is broad and have no explicit definition. The Court 
found that the situation fell within the applicant’s private life as the matter concerned the 
decision to become parents and the applicant’s personal development through their wish to 
become parents to a child. The situation also concerned the second applicant’s private life and 
his identity as there were a dispute of biological tie between the applicant and the child. The 
situation therefore fell within Article 8 under the right to respect for private life.207  

The Court found the measures by the Italian authorities to be interferences with Article 8 and 
therefore assessed whether it could be justified in accordance with the second paragraph of 
Article 8. The measure must have been in accordance with the law, pursuit a legitimate aim and 
be necessary in a democratic society.208 The measure, the decision to remove the child from the 
applicants, were in accordance with the law as it was provided for in section 37 of the Adoption 
Act.209 The measure did also pursuit legitimate aims, the prevention of disorder and to protect 
rights and freedoms of others.210 In the assessment of whether the measure was necessary in a 
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democratic society the Court assessed if the reasons for the specific measure were sufficient 
and relevant.211 In its assessment, the Court assessed the impacts that the measure had on the 
applicants.212 The Court stated that the margin of appreciation was wide since the case 
surrounded ethical issues. Furthermore, it stated that the case does not, contrary to the case of 
Mennesson (the next case which this thesis will present) concern identity issues as the applicants 
cannot plead that the state have failed to provide an identity to the child since they cannot 
represent him before the Court. The issue did not concern an issue of genetic descent either 
since applicant B’s claim of being the genetic father had been proven wrong by a DNA test. 
Therefore, the margin of appreciation was concluded wide.213  

The Court found that the reasons put forward for the removal of the child, because of the 
illegality of the situation and because the child was in a state of abandonment, was well founded 
upon the aims to prevent disorder and to protect the rights of others. The reasons were therefore 
held sufficient. In the assessment of whether a fair balance had been struck between the 
competing interests at stake, the Court found that the public interests was very weighty. It aimed 
to put an end to an illegal situation and to protect the rights of children and women in surrogacy 
situations which for instance could amount to trafficking in human beings.214 The private 
interests at stake was both interests of the applicant’s and the child. After stating that the Italian 
Authorities had very weighty reasons for its measures the Court began to examine the private 
interests at stake. Noting that the child was not an applicant in the case and not a member of the 
applicant’s family, the Court however stated the following:  

’This does not mean however, that the child’s best interests and the way 
in which these were addressed by the domestic courts are of no 
relevance.’215 

The Court meant that the best interest considerations by the Italian authorities was still of 
relevance in the Courts assessments. The Court noted that the Italian authorities’ consideration 
of the best interest of the child had been sufficient. It had considered the child’s potential harm 
in a permanent removal that concluded that the child would not suffer severe harm. Bearing in 
mind that fact with the weighty public interests, the Italian authorities had taken a rightful yet 
difficult decision in removing the child from the applicants, the Court stated.216 With regard to 
the applicants interests, the Court stated that the Italian Authorities had taken little consideration 
of the impact that the removal of the child would have on the applicants. The Court emphasized 
that the little attention given to the impact of the applicant’s had to do with the illegality of the 
situation which the applicants had put themselves in. The relationship was, due to the illegality 
of the action, uncertain from the very beginning. Furthermore, the granting of the child’s 
temporary stay with the applicant’s would have been contrary to Italian law. Therefore, the 
Court stated that the very weighty public interests outweighed the applicant’s interest in their 
personal development by a continued relationship with the child.217 In conclusion, the Court 
found that the Italian authorities had struck a fair balance between the interests at stake, and 
therefore no violation of Article 8 had occurred.218  
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4.2 Case of Mennesson v. France  
Case of Mennesson v. France219 (no. 65192/11) originated in an application against France 
according to Article 34 of ECHR and became final 26th of September 2014. The applicants of 
the case were two French nationals, applicant A and B and two nationals from the United States 
of America, applicant C and D. On 12th of February 2012 the Section decided that this case 
would be conducted simultaneously with case Labassee v. France220 (no. 65941/11). The Court 
reached the same conclusion in Labassee v. France as it did in the present case. For clarity, the 
following presentation will only concern the reasoning of Mennesson v. France.  

Applicant A and B went to California in 2000 to conclude a gestational surrogate agreement by 
using the male gamete from applicant A and a donor egg. The surrogate mother was found 
pregnant with twins. The Supreme Court in California ruled before the birth of the twins that 
applicant A would be regarded as the genetic father and applicant B would be the legal mother 
to the children which the surrogate was to give birth to within the following four months. The 
twins, applicant C and D, were born in end of October 2000. After the birth, applicant A visited 
the French Consulate in Los Angeles to have the twins birth certificates registered in the French 
register of births, marriages and deaths and to have the twin’s names registered on to his 
passport in order for them to travel home with him. The request was denied on the grounds that 
applicant A could not show evidence that applicant B had given birth. The consulate suspected 
that a surrogate arrangement had been conducted and contacted the prosecutor’s office.221 After 
having the US federal administration register the twins on the applicants passports, the four 
applicants were able to travel home to France.222 In September 2004 the public prosecutor 
issued no case as the offence had been conducted on US territory were the acts were not 
classified as an offence.223 Back home in France, proceedings to recognize the parent-child 
relationship went through all stages of civil courts, where the Court of Cassation finally 
dismissed an appeal made by the applicants and upheld a judgment stating that the French 
authorities could refuse to recognise the family tie between them since the surrogate 
arrangement was contrary to French international public policy. To recognize a legal parent-
child relationship stemming from a surrogate arrangement would be null and void because of 
public policy according to Articles 16-7 and 16-9 of the French Civil Code.224  

The legal issue the Court had to determine was whether the non-recognition of the legal 
parentage amounted to a violation of Article 8 ECHR. The Court found the non-recognition to 
be an interference with Article 8 of ECHR and needs to be justified according to paragraph 2 
of Article 8 ECHR. The interference must be provided for by law, must possess a legitimate 
aim and must be necessary in a democratic society.225  

The Court found the interference with Article 8 to be in accordance with the law as Article 16-
7 and 16-9 of the French Civil Code expressly said that surrogate arrangements were null and 
void. The applicants should have been aware of the substantial risk of the French authorities 
acting in that way.226 Furthermore the Court understood that the French authorities refused to 
recognize the parent relationship so as to deter its nationals from going abroad in order to protect 
children and women. This was according to the court listed in the legitimate grounds of 
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‘protection of health’ and ‘the protection of the rights and freedoms of others’. Hence, the 
interference was found to have legitimate aims.227  

As to the assessment of whether the interference was necessary in a democratic society. The 
Court began in its reasoning to state that Contracting States enjoy a substantial margin of 
appreciation when assessing what is necessary in a democratic society.228 Further, it stated that 
the margin of appreciation varies to the circumstances and the context. In the surrogacy context, 
the non-consensus over the legality of surrogacy and which interest that is at stake will lead to 
a wide margin of appreciation, especially since surrogacy raise moral and ethical questions.229 
By referring to its own comparative law study, the Court stated that there was no consensus 
over either the legality of surrogate arrangement nor the legal recognition of parent-child 
relationships. In fourteen of thirty-five countries, surrogate arrangements were found to be 
expressly prohibited while it was found to be expressly permitted in seven member states and 
tolerated in four member states. In thirteen of the member states it was possible to obtain legal 
recognition of parentage for surrogate arrangements conducted abroad. Further, it seemed to be 
possible in eleven more states while in the rest of the member states it is not possible. The Court 
could therefore give evidence of the non-consensus of both matters and therefore stated that the 
margin of appreciation was wide.230 However, by reiterating its own case law, the Court stated 
the following:  

‘However, regard should also be had to the fact that an essential aspect of 
the identity of individuals is at stake where the legal parent-child 
relationship is concerned. The margin of appreciation afforded to the 
respondent State in the present case therefore needs to be reduced.’231 

Having stated that, the Court reduced the margin since important aspects of the identity of the 
children was at stake in this context.232 In its examination of whether a fair balance had been 
struck between the interests at stake in the solutions reached by the French authorities, the Court 
stated that regard would be taken regarding the best interest principle:  

‘In doing so, it must have regard to the essential principle according to 
which, whenever the situation of a child is in issue, the best interests of 
that child are paramount.’233 

The Court divided the complaint into the applicant’s family life and the children’s private 
life.234 Thus, the part relating to the applicant’s family life remained in the broad margin of 
appreciation while the part relating to the children was subjected to a restricted margin of 
appreciation. With regard to all the applicant’s right to respect for family life, the Court found 
that a fair balance had been struck between the interests at stake. Admitting that there were 
practical difficulties emerging from a non-recognition of legal parentage the Court stated 
however that the applicants had not shown that the non-recognition had prevented their right to 
family life and that the difficulties encountered because of the non-recognition had not been 
impossible to overcome. In conclusion, with regard to the practical consequences of a non-
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recognition and the wide margin of appreciation afforded, the French authorities had struck a 
fair balance between the interests concerned with regards to the applicants right to family life.235  

Moving on to applicant C and D’s right to private life. The Court reiterated that respect for 
private life includes that everyone should have the possibility to determine the details in which 
identity is formed. Legal-parent relationship is included in this. In the present case, the Court 
stated that applicant C and D are in an uncertain position as the French authorities refused to 
recognize the legal parentage of the intended parents. This undermined the children’s right to 
identity, especially within the French society, the Court meant. The Court further stated that 
although there is no right under Article 8 to acquire a nationality, nationality is an important 
part of a person’s identity.  Thus, the uncertainty of whether C and D will acquire a French 
nationality, risked affecting their personal identity negatively. The right to inherit was also 
found negatively affected by the non-recognition of legal parentage, which is also a part of a 
person’s identity. While understanding the French authorities aim to deter its nationals from 
seeking surrogate arrangements abroad, the Court drew its attention to the effects that a non-
recognition of legal parentage have. The effects are not only restricted to the intended parents, 
there was also a substantial impact on the children’s right to privacy and more specifically their 
right to identity. These severe effects posed the question of whether the situation was 
compatible with the best interest of the child principle. Finally, the Court emphasized another 
factor, which they called a ‘special dimension’. Namely the genetic connection between the 
intended father and the twins. By stressing how important biological parentage is for the 
identity, the Court found the non-recognition not to be in the best interest of the child. Because 
of the substantial effects that the non-recognition had on the children’s right to privacy and 
identity and since the children were refused their biological father as their parent, the Court 
stated that France had went beyond their margin of appreciation.236 In its conclusion, the Court 
also stressed the following: 

‘Having regard also to the importance to be given to the child’s interests 
when weighing up the competing interests at stake, the Court concludes 
that the right of the third and fourth applicants to respect for their private 
life was infringed.’237 

Based on these considerations, the Court concluded that the children’s right to respect for their 
privacy had been violated.  

As seen by these two cases there were no issue of statelessness as the children in Mennesson 
was American citizens. In Paradiso the Italian authorities held that the child would be given 
Italian nationality on grounds of private international law rules since the genetic parents of the 
child could not be established.  

4.3 Other Cases on International Surrogacy Judged by the ECtHR 
There have been three other judgments ruled by the ECtHR in the context of international 
surrogate arrangements. D and Others v. Belgium238 (no. 29176/13) concerned the refusal by 
Belgian authorities to grant entry into the national territory of a child born out of a surrogate 
arrangement carried out in Ukraine by two Belgian nationals (the intended parents) and a 
Ukrainian surrogate mother. The applicants alleged that because of the refusal, they were 
separated from their child in violation of the right to respect for family life and contrary to the 
best interest of the child principle. The Court dismissed the application on the grounds that the 
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complaint was manifestly ill-founded. The dispute had, after the application was handed in, 
resolved itself after the applicants had handed in sufficient documents so that authorities could 
recognise the relationship with the child. The Court further stated that it remained within the 
states wide margin of appreciation to be able to conduct certain legal checks before the granting 
of a person’s entry into the national territory. While admitting that the temporary separation of 
the child was an interference with the applicant’s respect for family life, the measures conducted 
remained within the states margin of appreciation.  

Foulon and Bouvet v. France239 and Laborie v. France240 was cases in which the Court strongly 
relied on its judgment from Mennesson and Labassee, stated that a violation had occurred with 
respect to the private life of the surrogate born children while no violation of the right to respect 
for family life had occurred.  

4.4 Responses to these two Judgments  
There have been many written answers and responses to the two judgments previously 
presented. Some of these will now be shortly presented as they will be further emphasized in 
the analysis of the next chapter. 

Andrea Mulligan, whose work has been cited earlier in this thesis, have argued that there are 
two possible interpretations to the Mennesson case. The narrow interpretation of this judgment 
only prescribes obligations on Contracting States when the facts are identical to Mennesson. 
This means that States only have an obligation to recognize legal parentage when there is a 
genetic link between the intended father and the surrogate born child in a cross-border surrogate 
arrangement. If States are not complying with this, they have overstepped their margin of 
appreciation.241 The wide interpretation on the other hand, would allow for the same obligations 
on domestic surrogate arrangements as well and would also be likely to apply to genetic 
mothers.242 However, it stands beyond reasonable doubt that there is no obligation to recognize 
parentage when there is no genetic link.243 Because of the focus on the genetic link, Mulligan 
argued that it hindered a sufficient best interest consideration to be done by the Court. She 
further argued that this approach taken is a too narrow approach in the realm of identity rights. 
She argues that this narrow approach of identity must be reconsidered in order to fully protect 
children’s rights and their best interests. 244 This will be further developed on in the analysis.  

Lydia Bracken, argues from background to both cases that there is an inconsistency in the best 
interest approach taken by the Court in the two cases, leading to an obscured best interest 
consideration.245 She argued that there was an excessive focus on illegality in case Paradiso 
which obscured the best interest consideration. She furthermore argued that the determinative 
factor for the Courts reasoning in both cases was the existence of a genetic link. She also argued 
that if there had been a genetic link existent in Paradiso, the Court would not have had its focus 
on the illegality.246  
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There was also a dissenting opinion in case Paradiso that criticized the Court for not assessing 
the best interest principle sufficiently.247 The Judges stated that from the Courts case law that 
the best interest should have been paramount because of the fact that the case concerned the 
replacement of a child for adoption.248 From background to that, the dissenting opinion stated 
that it was the Courts responsibility to assess whether the decision making process had taken 
due consideration to the best interest principle. Such considerations, that would define the 
child’s best interests, would be whether it was in the child’s best interest to maintain the family 
ties in which the child had developed with the applicants and having due regard that the child’s 
development was ensured in a safe environment. The Judges of the dissenting opinion further 
concluded that it was the responsibility of the domestic courts to assess whether it was in the 
best interest of the child to be removed from the ones who cared for the child and to give specific 
reasons for such a removal.249 The Judges did not find the domestic courts to have had 
concluded any such best interest assessment and concluded that it was an unacceptable omission 
with too heavy focus on the illegality of the situation.250  

There was also a joint concurring opinion in Paradiso that criticised the Court for not 
commenting anything upon the problem of sale of children. Quoting a statement from the 
judgment where the Court accepted Italy’s aim to protect children from human trafficking, the 
judges found it unfortunate that the Court did not seize the opportunity to address the issue. 
While recognizing that Article 35 of the UNCRC and Articles 1 and 2 of the Optional Protocol 
possesses a wide meaning of sale of children which does not require further exploitation, the 
concurring opinion meant that the present case fell within that definition. Drawing up the 
Committee on the Rights of the Child’s Concluding Observation on the US, the judges further 
stated that surrogacy without regulation amounted to the sale of children.251 

The last scholars that contributed to an analysis of the Mennesson case was Richard Blauwhoff 
and Lisette Frohn. They found it regrettable that the Court did not include the right to know 
one’s origins under the concept of identity. Stating that the right to know one’s origins was 
dependent upon the accessibility and availability of information, the authors argued that there 
was a need for regulation of this, which the authors believed would be further strengthened if 
the Court would have included this right in the concept of identity. While interpreting the 
Mennesson case further, they argued that prohibitionist state should not hide behind grounds 
such as public policy for the denial of legal recognition after an evaluation of children’s rights 
and their best interests.252  

These contributions by scholars and judges of the ECtHR will now be, among some other 
already mentioned sources, further emphasized in the thesis analysis.  
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5. Analysis 
This chapter will analyse all information provided in relation to the purpose and the questions 
posed in this thesis. By explaining how the previously presented case law have responded to 
the best interest of the child principle, it will discuss both positive contributions by the Court 
but also put forward aspects that is not fully compliant with the best interest principle and the 
child rights presented in the third chapter. The chapter will be divided into two sections 
discussing the two different cases separately. After discussing the judgments separately, a 
merged discussion will take place, which addresses the aspects found which are common for 
both judgments. Before analysing the judgments, a discussion of the margin of appreciation is 
required for a better understanding of the legal problems faced by the Court.  

5.1 Margin of Appreciation  
As seen in the judgments, a crucial determinant in the Courts reasoning was the amount of 
margin of appreciation afforded to the Contracting States. The Court found both cases to remain 
in the sphere of Article 8 of the ECHR as surrogacy is concerned as a form of assisted human 
reproduction, an arrangement in which respect for private and family life is usually attracted.253 
In the Courts previous case law on the matter, Contracting States have been afforded a wide 
margin of appreciation in context of assisted human reproduction since there is no consensus 
between the Contracting States and since the topic raises moral and ethical issues. However, 
this wide margin of appreciation will be narrowed when a state action is proved to restrict an 
individual’s identity.254 This was the case in Mennesson for the reasoning concerning applicant 
C and D while the margin of appreciation remained broad in case Paradiso. The case law that 
the Court relied on in the present cases with regards to the margin of appreciation in the area of 
assisted human reproduction was the case of Evans v. UK255. The Court does not want to be 
involved in sensitive questions that have no common consensus and is therefore giving 
Contracting States a wide discretion to restrict a convention right. The margin of appreciation 
is therefore decisive for the outcome of all cases surrounding assisted human reproduction.256  

5.2 Analysis of the Case Mennesson v France 
The Court’s judgment in the case of Mennesson can be argued to possess both fulfilment of the 
best interest’s principle and shortcomings of it. In paragraph 81 of the judgment, the Court 
stated that the child’s interests should be of paramount consideration when assessing whether a 
fair balance had been struck between the public interests and those of the children. What this 
statement by the Court seems to mean, is that the Court is prepared to offer greater protection 
regarding the best interest’s principle than what the UNCRC requires. The UNCRC only 
requires paramount consideration instead of primary consideration in very limited situations. In 
case of Mennesson, the Court seemed to deem situations of personal identity as situations in 
which the best interest of the child must be paramount. As to the reasoning of the case, the 
Court further concluded that the margin of appreciation was to be restricted as the situation 
concerned the right to identity for the children. This is also a positive contribution by the Court 
in the realm of the best interest principle. The consequence of reducing France’s margin of 
appreciation is that the Court is able to perform a stricter scrutiny upon the actions taken by 
France. This stricter scrutiny can be argued to have contributed to ensuring that the best 
interest’s consideration was considered on a higher level than other interests. It can also be 
argued that the Court ensured the obligation to consider the best interests on a case by case 
basis, by recognizing that the surrogate born children’s identity were at risk because of the 
present situation they lived in. However, the Court did not draw upon any aspects from the non-
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exhaustive list that the Committee have stressed, for example the vulnerability of children. It 
would have further protected the interests of children if the Court had drawn its attention to the 
vulnerability that many international surrogate born children find themselves in with regards to 
recognition of legal status and consequently the enjoyment of many rights derived to them. 
Nevertheless, the narrow margin of appreciation afforded, and the paramountcy given to 
children’s interests is a positive contribution by the Court for the protection of the best interest 
principle. However, the paramountcy prescribed by the Court will be argued to not have been 
applied continuously nor consistent throughout case Mennesson.  

The main deficiency found with regard to the best interest principle is the narrow standpoint 
the Court adopted with regard to the right to identity. The Court stated that all persons should 
be able to establish their own identity and that this is negatively affected by a non-recognition 
of parentage. Establishing that, the Court focused on the absence of nationality and the inability 
to inherit as important aspects of identity and that the children were deprived of this. This is 
well compliant with regards to the right to identity. However, the Court did not find these 
aspects to be the crucial determination in finding a violation. Focusing on the genetic link 
between the intended father and the children the Court concluded that biological parentage is 
an important part of identity. Due to the finding of this, the Court found that France had violated 
the children’s right to respect for their private life. The questions one can ask regarding this 
outcome is what obligations this judgment conferred on Contracting States as well as if the 
reasoning was in full compliance with the best interest principle. As previously stated, Andrea 
Mulligan argued that there are two potential interpretations of the obligations stemming from 
Mennesson. She concluded that there was no hesitation upon that there was no obligation to 
recognize legal parentage if there is no genetic link. This narrow approach taken by the Court 
is not fully compliant with the best interests of international surrogate born children. Mulligan 
further argued that this standpoint on identity must be revised to the circumstances of assisted 
reproduction in order to fully protect the best interests of all children. This thesis agrees with 
Mulligan and will now develop more on that. As stated earlier in this thesis, the concept of 
parenthood has evolved drastically in recent years because of the development of assisted 
reproduction. The reason for why genetic descent is important is since it facilitates self-
development and self-formation. 257 This thesis argues that the concept of identity must be read 
in light of present-day circumstances concerning international surrogate arrangements. If the 
purpose for recognizing genetic links is because of the self-development and identity, 
gestational and intended parents must also be included as they are also a part of the child’s 
parentage.  They are persons  which have played decisive roles in the events leading to the birth 
of the child. Knowledge of genetic origins and the gestational mother must therefore be seen as 
potentially decisive for the child’s development of identity. The same must also be said for 
intended parents, the ones who carries the ultimate responsibility for that the child was born. 
This unique situation of parenthood a surrogate born child find themselves in, must be 
recognized as potentially important for the child’s identity, especially if the child has begun to 
form affiliation with the intended parents.  

A broad concept of identity was not the case in Mennesson. The Court’s narrow approach of 
the concept was reaffirmed in the case of Paradiso, where the Court reiterated that since there 
was no genetic link between the intended parents and the child, the child’s identity was not at 
stake. That aspect was one of the reasons that the margin of appreciation remained broad. This 
narrow approach of the concept of identity is not compliant with the best interest of the child. 
A surrogate born child has more elements that is important to be considered with regard to their 
identity. As previously stated, the ones who care for the child during its early childhood form 
an important role in the child’s development of identity. Nowhere in the judgment the child’s 
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interests in having the intended parents as their legal parents was assessed, the explicit focus 
remained on the genetic link. Further upsetting is that the Court did not address the intended 
mother at all. It could definitely be argued that attention should have been afforded to the 
affiliation that the children had shaped during their early childhood with the intended mother. 
This affiliation must have begun to form the child’s personal identity. The importance of civil 
statuses, in this case nationality and legal parentage, for the sake of the identity was not 
sufficiently addressed either. This was mainly because of the focus on the genetic link, which 
neglected the children’s interests in having their intended mother as their legal mother.  

It must be reiterated that the best interest principle entails no discretion to choose whether or 
not to assess the best interest of the child. This thesis argues that the Court did not assess the 
best interest of the child sufficiently. It did not recognize that a surrogate born child has more 
than genetic parents and because of this, more potential persons that may have effect on the 
persons self-formation and development of identity. Moreover, the Court did not address the 
crucial part in which the intended mother must have played in the formation of the child’s 
identity. The paramountcy in which the Court stated it would base its judgment upon seems 
from background to these shortcomings to be inconsistent. Because of this, it can be argued that 
the only crucial factor which the Court found a violation upon was the existence of a genetic 
link. Even if the judgment brought some important children’s rights to its attention, the 
judgment can unfortunately not be said to be have sufficiently addressed the best interests of 
the child. It can therefore be concluded, as Mulligan also stressed, that the best interest principle 
was less of a priority due to the existence of a genetic link which the Court was eager to have 
recognized.  

As stated by Mulligan, the excessive focus on the genetic link is due to the Courts narrow 
understanding of the concept of identity. A broader concept of identity would ensure that all 
surrogate born children whose legal status is affected by a state action would engage the child’s 
right to identity.258 All surrogate born children include both the ones with and without genetic 
links to their intended parents. A broader concept would also more often constitute a limited 
margin of appreciation, since the right to identity would be engaged for all surrogate born 
children, with or without genetic links, whose legal status is affected.259 A broader concept of 
identity within the ECHR would ensure the best interest of the child in the area of legal status 
without favouring the surrogate born children with a genetic link to their intended parents.260  

What this judgment thus seems to mean is that countries that prohibit surrogacy and denies 
recognizing the legal status of surrogate born children will not be compliant with human rights, 
at least in cases where genetic connections exist. Similarly to what Blauwhoff and Frohn stated, 
the Court seems to mean that prohibitionist states are not entitled to deny on public policy 
grounds the legal recognition of parentage whenever a best interest assessment has been done. 
This goes well in hand with the previous presentation of arguments towards preventative 
measures concluded ex post facto developed by Glynn. It can be interpreted by the outcome of 
case Mennesson that the Court went somewhat in that direction. This seems to mean that the 
Court took a restricted approach towards the justification of state actions concluded after the 
surrogate twins were born. It also seems to imply that after an evaluation of the children’s bests 
interests and rights these interests were found necessary to prioritise. However, it is unclear if 
this is a standpoint taken because of the existence of the genetic link or if the Court genuinely 
found these ex post facto actions as problematic for the fulfilment of the child’s best interests. 
The Court did not comment upon France’s prohibition on surrogacy mainly since it fell within 
the margin of appreciation. It could also be interpreted that it was because the measure is 
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categorized as a prevention taken before the children was born and does not directly affect 
children’s rights. This clear, yet indirect, compliance with the arguments put forward by Glynn 
was not reaffirmed in case Paradiso.  

5.3 Analysis of the Case Paradiso Campanelli v Italy   
The judgment of case Paradiso is also disputable concerning how it ensured and protected the 
best interest of the child. To begin with, the child was not an applicant of the case. This does 
not mean that the child’s interests could be disregarded from. As previously stated, in all 
decisions affecting a child either directly or indirectly the best interest of that child must be a 
primary consideration. The issue at stake, whether a removal of a child to be placed up for 
adoption was a violation of Article 8 or not, definitely required a decision that would indirectly 
affect the child. It will be argued however, that the Court did not evaluate the best interest 
sufficiently in this judgment. It can be argued, as Bracken wrote, that the Court’s focus on the 
illegality of the situation hindered a sufficient best interest evaluation. The Court stated in 
paragraph 210 that the Italian authorities had sufficiently assessed the best interest of the child 
in relation to the removal of the child. There are two remarks to this. The Court primarily 
seemed to have copied the Italian authorities best interest assessment with regard to the question 
of removal. It did not, neither did the Italian Authorities, give any comment upon the doctors’ 
statement nor the report by the social workers stating the intended parents to be excellent care 
givers. It is uncertain whether or not the Court had any consideration of these reports. Drawing 
upon what Bracken stated, the Court focused on the fact that Italy through the removal of the 
child aimed to put an end to a situation which was illegal instead of reviewing the doctors 
statement, which gave a serious warning towards removing the child from its care givers.261 
This is a clear example of where the Court focused primarily on the illegality of the situation 
instead of the best interests of the child. Here, one can draw a link to what Kaime stated, that 
primary means that there must be clear reasons for why another interest should prevail the best 
interest of the child.262 In the Courts judgment, it is hard to see any such assessment as no effort 
was put to rebut the doctors statement and report by the social workers clearly stating it was in 
the best interest of the child to stay with the applicants. The second remark touches upon the 
previously, namely that the Court missed to assess one vital best interest consideration that 
needed to be done by the Italian authorities before even considering the removal of the child. 
This consideration was whether or not it was in the best interest of the child to stay with the 
intended parents. Instead of making this assessment, the Court stated the removal to be justified 
as the contrary scenario would have been contrary to Italian law. Once more, the Court focused 
on the illegality of the arrangement instead of a best interest consideration. This is tantamount 
to what the best interest principle requires. When there is a child affected directly or indirectly 
by something, their interest must be of primary consideration. In this case the interest of the 
child was definitely not a primary consideration because of the focus laying entirely on the 
illegality of the situation.   

The scarce best interest consideration can also be supported by the joint dissenting opinion 
submitted to case Paradiso. The Judges argued mainly that the Court failed to address the Italian 
authorities’ omission to assess if it was the child’s best interest to stay with the applicants. 
Hence, the conclusion one can draw from this is that since the Court did not address this 
omission and therefore failed to assess the best interests of the child sufficiently. The obscured 
best interest consideration because of too heavy reliance on the illegality of the applicants 
conduct and the omission to sufficiently review the domestic courts best interest considerations 
are in clear contradiction to what the best interest principle requires.  
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Another serious shortcoming of the Courts judgment is the approach taken in the realm of 
identity. In paragraph 195 of Paradiso the Court stated in comparison to case Mennesson that 
since there was no genetic link between the applicants and the child and because the child was 
not an applicant, the case did not touch upon the right to identity. Thus, the non-existence of 
genetic link was one of the determinants of whether the right to identity was engaged or not. As 
previously stated, this is a narrow standpoint taken by the Court which neglects the specific 
situation of children born out of international surrogacy. Bracken argued that if there had been 
a genetic link existent, the excessive focus on the illegality would not be existent.263 She further 
argued, as stated previously, that a best interest assessment seems to be fully dependent on if 
there is a genetic link or not. In case of Mennesson, the interests of the surrogate born children 
prevailed and a violation of Article 8 was found. Contrary, in Paradiso the public interests to 
protect the rights of children and women in general prevailed and justified the removal of the 
child.264 This touch upon the ex post facto argument by Glynn which will be discussed later on. 
What Bracken seems to have identified comparing these two cases, is that the crucial factor 
determining the Courts reasoning was the existence or non-existence of a genetic link.  

The application of case Paradiso originally included a complaint regarding the denial of legal 
recognition of parentage. Unfortunately, the Court found this complaint inadmissible. If the 
complaint had been found admissible the Court could have had the chance to specify its 
reasoning given in Mennesson. However, even though this case did not touch upon any legal 
status as it did in case Mennesson, this thesis argues that a broader concept of identity still 
would have had a positive contribution to the reasoning in case Paradiso. As stated in the 
analysis of Mennesson, a broader understanding of the concept of identity would also recognize 
intended parents and the gestational parent as important for the child’s self-formation and self-
development. If this had been recognized in the reasoning of the present case, the Court would 
have had to take due respect of the child’s right to identity in connection to its intended parents. 
The Court would hopefully in that situation have viewed the intended parents as more than a 
couple who have brought a child to Italy illegally in whom they have no genetic connection to 
but rather view them as persons who have played, and will play, an important role in the child’s 
formation of identity. Because of this, the Court could have identified vital identity interests of 
the child, many of whom can be important for the child future interests. By having regard to the 
Committee on the Rights of the Childs General Comment about early childhood, the Court 
could have enabled a thorough analysis on the development of identity because of the filiation 
which it had established with the intended parents. The Court would also be able to look at the 
intentional aspect of the intended parents and view this aspect as important for the child’s 
development of personal development. This kind of consideration would have ensured a more 
thorough analysis of the best interests of the child. In the present case the non-existence of 
genetic link determined that the right to identity was not engaged. This is unfortunate, as the 
surrogate born child has other aspects which are important for the child’s identity than explicitly 
genetic links.  

The other aspect that the Court put forward as a reason for not engaging the right to identity 
was that the child was not an applicant in the case. However, this thesis argues that if the Court 
had had a broader understanding of the right to identity, the Court would have realized that the 
child’s right to identity was engaged, regardless of whether the child was an applicant or not.  

As mentioned before, the case of Paradiso was also judged by a Chamber before being referred 
to the Grand Chamber. It can be argued that the Court adopted a more thorough children’s rights 
approach when the case of Paradiso was judged by the Chamber. In the Chamber judgment, 
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the Chamber found a violation of Article 8 and its reasoning was largely contrary to that of the 
Grand Chambers’. The Chamber found that a removal of a child from the ones who care for the 
child was an action of last resort which should only be resorted to in cases of immediate danger 
for the child.265 It concluded that the domestic authorities could not explicitly justify the 
removal based on public order and the fact that there was no genetic link. It stated that the 
Italian authorities had an obligation to consider the best interest of the child even if there was a 
genetic link or not.266 The Chamber judgment further strengthened its conclusion of a violation 
when it stressed the fact that the child had been without an identity, such as name and 
nationality, for more than two years, being a clear violation of Article 7 of the UNCRC.267 The 
Chamber further stressed that a child must not be disadvantaged because of the circumstances 
of its birth. This was something that the Grand Chamber omitted in its reasoning, clearly 
contrary to the child’s right to nationality, identity and the general best interest of the child.  

With regard to Glynn’s presentation of ex post facto and ex ante prevention remarks can be 
given. Mulligan found that, whereas the Court in case Mennesson concluded that states may 
prohibit surrogate arrangements but not deny legal parentage ex post facto where a genetic link 
exist, the Court in case Paradiso was more willing to permit extensive ex post facto 
preventions.268 In Paradiso the Italian authorities interference happened after the surrogate 
child was born. Contrary to what was found in Mennesson, where the ex post facto prevention 
was found to be a violation of children’s rights, the Court found in the present case that Italy 
was permitted to appoint weighty ex post facto actions, in other words remove the child from 
the intended parents.269 Contrary, in the Chamber judgment Italy’s ex post facto action was 
considered to be a violation as the Chamber considered the best interests assessment to have 
been scarce. Thus, case Mennesson and the Chamber judgment of Paradiso were in some 
compliance with the arguments put forward by Fenton Glynn. From interpreting the Grand 
Chamber’s judgment, the only reason for why this action was permitted was because the case 
did not engage the child’s right to identity.270 If the Court in the future would embrace the 
broader understanding of the concept of identity, it could more effectively scrutinise ex post 
facto actions as all actions against the legal status of surrogate born children would engage the 
right to identity, restrict the margin of appreciation and widen the scrutiny by the Court.271  

5.4 Remarks Common for Both Cases  
The following presentation will present the aspects which neither judgments have addressed or 
where an integrated analysis serve the understanding better. These aspects are the sale of 
children, the right to know its origins and the right to nationality.  

In paragraph 131 of the Paradiso judgment the Court stated that approximately EUR 50,000 
had been paid by the applicants in order to receive the child. This thesis believes it to be 
unfortunate that the Court did not mention nor address the issue of potential sale of children. 
This was also addressed in the joint concurring opinion submitted by judges De Geatano, Pinto 
De Albuquerque, Wojtyczek and Dedov, as previously stated.272  They stated that the acts of 
commercial surrogacy may well constitute the sale of children, something that this thesis fully 
agrees on. Both case Mennesson and Paradiso concerned commercial surrogacy that fulfilled 
the three elements which is stated by the Report on Sale of Children. Unfortunately, the Court 
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did not address this aspect in case Mennesson either. This is definitely not compliant with the 
best interests of the child and the responsibility that the Court has in judging their cases in 
compliance with international principles.  
 
Neither of the cases touched upon the right to be able to know one’s origins. This is an 
underlying identity right which is vital to ensure for the future interests of the child. Although 
the reasoning in case Mennesson was based on the right to identity, the Court did not mention 
that the right to identity also included the right to know one’s origins. In case Mennesson, it 
would have been suitable to state the right to know ones gestational and genetic origins, since 
the children were resident with their intended parents. In case Paradiso the Court should 
definitely have emphasized the child’s right to know all of its parents by the Court. One can 
only imagine what problems the child will face in the future when trying to establish knowledge 
of its origins: the intended parents who caused the child to be born and cared for the child 
several months, the gestational mother in Russia as well as the genetic gamete donors. There 
are however genetic and gestational persons who remain anonymous, this is definitely in 
violation of the child’s best interests and their rights according to Articles 7 and 8 of the 
UNCRC.273 The issue of anonymity of gestational and genetic parents does not mean that 
international surrogate arrangements must be prohibited. It means that states are required to put 
in place regulation which stores information and ensures that there is a way of accessing 
information about one’s origins.274 Agreeing with Blauwhoff and Frohn, this thesis argues that 
the Court should include this right under the right to identity as developed by the Court. It would 
help to properly protect the right to know one’s origins for surrogate born children. What the 
Court should have stated in both Mennesson and Paradiso was that the right to know one’s 
origins is included under the right to identity and to encourage Contracting States to put up 
regulatory frameworks for the sufficient implementation of this right for international surrogate 
born children. This is well compliant with the ECtHR’s task to interpret child rights in the 
ECHR in compliance with the UNCRC.  

The right to not become stateless was not an issue in neither of the cases. The issue of nationality 
was solved by using private international law rules. In Mennesson the children were found 
entitled to French nationality because of their identity rights, more specifically since they had 
genetic connections to their intended father. Nevertheless, the Court did not address the child’s 
explicit right to possess a nationality as prescribed by Article 7 of the UNCRC. The Court 
should have in both cases emphasized this right. The Court should also have, as it did in the 
Chamber judgment on case Paradiso, stated that nationality is an important aspect of identity 
which the child in Paradiso was left without for two years.  

5.5 To what extent has the Presented Case Law Ensured the Best Interest of the Child? 
This part aims to conclude what this analysis has found and to answer the questions of this 
thesis. The most substantive concern found was the right to identity. This leads us back to the 
margin of appreciation which was emphasized in the beginning of this analysis. For the wide 
margin of appreciation in artificial reproduction cases to become restricted, the right to identity 
must be engaged. Unfortunately, both of these cases have been subject to a narrow 
understanding of identity. The Court found that the right to identity was engaged in Mennesson 
and thus limited the margin of appreciation; while in Paradiso it was found that no identity 
right was engaged and therefore the margin of appreciation remained broad. What does this 
mean for international surrogate born children? Well, it seems to imply that the right to identity 
is not fully protecting all surrogate born children. The right to identity only favours surrogate 
born children who has a genetic link to its intended parents. Both the present cases concerned 
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ex post facto actions concluded after the child was born. In Mennesson the Court found a 
violation since the non-recognition of a biological truth was found to implicate the children’s 
right to identity. In Paradiso no violation was found despite also concerning an excessive ex 
post facto action by the Italian authorities which highly likely had, and will have, negative 
impacts on the child’s identity. What this seems to mean is that children without a genetic link 
to its intended parents are less protected against ex post facto actions. The main reason for this 
is that the margin of appreciation remained broad because the right to identity was not engaged. 
The answer from this aspect is that the case law by the ECtHR only protects some children’s 
best interests, but far from all. The focus of the Court’s reasoning in the cases was also arguably 
misdirected as aspects such as illegality in Paradiso and genetics in Mennesson were given 
excessive weight which further hindered a primary best interest consideration to be conducted.  

Only a broader understanding of the concept of identity would serve the best interest of the 
surrogate born child fully. If more than genetic parents would be included under the right to 
identity, a surrogate born child’s intended and gestational parents would also be considered to 
be important aspects for the child’s development of identity. In other words, the understanding 
of identity must be reconsidered from background to the situation of international surrogate 
born children. This also implies that the right to know one’s origins must fully be included too. 
With regards to the other rights and aspects discussed in this analysis, the Court have not 
sufficiently addressed them and have thus not sufficiently protected the surrogate born child’s 
best interests.  

6. Summary 
This thesis has examined how the ECtHR responded with regards to the fulfilment of the best 
interest of the child born out of surrogacy in its two key cases on international surrogate 
arrangements. Before examining that, this thesis has presented the legal issues with regards to 
children’s rights and their best interests that may emerge when countries deny the recognition 
of legal parentage to intended parents. It has been shown that whenever there is a denial of 
recognition of legal parentage the surrogate born child risks having an uncertain nationality and 
with no certain parentage. These risks can further negatively implicate the child’s formation of 
identity. For an extra dimension, this thesis also examined the issue of sale of children. Without 
proper regulation of surrogate arrangements and especially of the payments often given to the 
gestational mother in exchange for the child many surrogate arrangements constitute the sale 
of children. In both Mennesson and Paradiso, the national authorities denied recognizing legal 
parentage to the intended parents since the authorities applied their general laws on parentage. 
As a consequence, the Italian authority removed the surrogate born child from the intended 
parents. While the French authorities let the children stay with the intended parents it 
nevertheless left the children without a French nationality and with an uncertain parentage 
which negatively affected their identity.   

As seen by the analysis in the previous chapter, there are many questions remaining as to the 
fulfilment of the surrogate born child’s best interests. These questions are mainly because of 
inconsistencies in the Courts application of the best interest principle. In case of Mennesson the 
Court was prepared to afford more protection with regard to the best interest principle than what 
the UNCRC requires. This paramount consideration was nevertheless less prioritised when the 
Court put weighty emphasis on the existence of a genetic link. The Court in Paradiso did not 
seem to consider the best interests of the child on a higher level than other interests and put 
arguably an excessive focus on the illegality of the situation. It also left out some important best 
interest’s assessments. As previously stated, a reason for the principle of margin of appreciation 
is that the Court does not want to involve itself in moral and ethical decisions that have no 
common ground. This thesis found the following to be contrary to this aim. Because  of the 
Courts heavy focus on the illegality of the situation in Paradiso it can be argued that the Court 
involved itself in the moral and ethical issues that surrogacy give raise to. It does not seem to 
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be fully objective nor is it in compliance with a children’s rights focus. Arguably, the 
perspectives adopted by the Court in both cases was misdirected and could therefore not be said 
to have fully protected the best interests of the child.  

Bracken argued that the inconsistencies in the best interest principle was due to the existence 
or absence of genetic links which determined whether the right to identity would be engaged. 
Similarly to what Bracken stated, Mulligan further argued that the narrow approach of identity 
adopted by the Court in Mennesson, must be widened in order to fully protect all surrogate born 
children’s identity whose legal status is affected by state actions. It would enable the margin of 
appreciation to be restricted and the Court could afford a stricter scrutiny and hence protect the 
best interests of the surrogate born child more effectively. A broader concept of identity would 
fully facilitate the surrogate born children’s right to identity as it would include all the potential 
parents that an international surrogate born child can have. A broader concept of identity would 
also have facilitated the child’s right to identity in case Paradiso, even if the complaint did not 
touch upon the child’s legal status. The Court could have assessed what impact the intended 
parents had played in the child’s development of identity and hence more clearly found what 
was the child’s best interests.  

Moreover, neither of the ECtHR’s judgments did address the surrogate born child’s right to 
know one’s origins, the right to nationality as well as the right to not be sold. The right to know 
one’s identity requires regulation by Contracting States which the Court could have emphasized 
by clearly including this right under the right to identity. The right to nationality was recognized 
as important for the identity in Mennesson but was unfortunately not addressed as a free-
standing right, as it is under Article 7 of the UNCRC. The issue of sale of children was not 
addressed at all by the Court, something that is very unfortunate as both cases concerned 
commercial surrogate arrangements which would likely fall within the definition of sale of 
children as prescribed by the UNCRC and the Optional Protocol. The Court should have in this 
area emphasized the severity of this issue and stated that, in accordance with the Committees 
various recommendations, the only solution for it is to more strictly regulate the circumstances 
of surrogate arrangements.    

In summary the ECtHR have not sufficiently protected the enjoyment of surrogate born 
children’s best interests or rights in relation to the recognition of legal parentage. Although 
limiting the margin of appreciation when the right to identity is engaged and prescribing the 
best interests to be of paramount consideration the best interests of international surrogate born 
children are not properly protected by the ECtHR. This is mainly because of a too narrow 
approach taken with regards to the concept of identity, with too heavy reliance on the existence 
of genetic links. This narrow approach further complicates the fulfilment of the right to know 
one’s origins. If a reconsideration with regards to the concept of identity was conducted, in a 
future international surrogacy case by the Court, that took the present-day circumstances of 
parentage through assisted reproduction and surrogate arrangements into consideration, the 
ECtHR would in the future be able to more effectively protect surrogate born children’s best 
interests. The prohibition on sale of children that many surrogate arrangements constitute 
requires more preventative and regulatory work. This thesis believes that the ECtHR can be a 
prominent figure for such work when treating the issue of international surrogate arrangements 
in the future. 
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